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THE WORLD
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AT ROLLINS
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Founders' Week
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By EGJ

VOLUME 37

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, FEBR UARY 15, 1933

NUMBER 18

Headliners For Year's Edition Will
Contain Contributors of
Nation-wide Repute

ROLLINS HOST TO
SPANISH GROUP

THE

TWO

f.l. P.A. PRODUCT I
1920 MEETING

Of

To>;• •••

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ; __ _

,:7;~-:~!~r::::::s.n,,;o...,~

I

!n

TO PLAY FEB.

lombian planes repelled attack in
aerial encounters above jungles.
-----Tokio, Feb. 18 (UP)-Stock exchanges throughout Japan suspended trading this afternoon after the
closing of the Tokio stock exchange
at 1 P. M. The collapse in rice
of new stock in the Tokio exch!nge
caused wild confusion at noontime,
resulting in the order of suspension
of trading for the remainder of the
da,y. It is understood all exchanges
will remain closed tomorrow
______ ·

. Jlloscow, ~•b. 15 (UP)-The entire popul~tion of ten Cossack settlements m North Caucasus were
warned toda! th at th • governme~t
was_ consideri~g th
wholesal~ ex,le mto Siberia. The commumt1es
ha~e been officially blacklisted ~or
fall~re to ~ehver seeds for s?rmg
sowmg,_ which amounts to a v,rtual
economic boycott.

•ir

ville it was decided to give awards
for the best work contributed to
a publication. Delegates were present from Southern, Rollins, Florida
State College and the University
of Florida. At the next meeting
in 192~ with Lois Varn, president,
the Florida Collegiate Press Association was organized. It had been
called the Florida Press Association but since that was t~e _name
of the :•gular press assoc1at1on of
p;of:sswnals the name couldn't

4. Barcarolle, from Tales Of
Hoffman-!)ffenbach.
6 - Capriccio-Max Reger.
6- Meditation, from "Thais"Massen:t.
7. !male, Movement III, Sonata
I-Gwlmant.
Monday, Gretchen Cox, Bruce
Dougherty, Virginia McCall, and
Harold Sproul assisted in an allWagner program. It consisted of:
1. Organ-March from the opera, "Die Meistersinger."

t::~~• ;~

!

a:

mee~ing Saturday, M_arch 4th, ~t
Rollms College, President Hamilton Holt announced. Robert J.
Longstreet, Da!tona_ Beach, president of the s~c1ety, '.s arrangmg a
program which . will featu~e- a
luncheon over which ~rs. Wilham
F. Blackman will .preside.
Professor A. J. Hanna, a memher of the society's executive committee, is _co-operatin~ with Mrs.
John Martm, r epresent mg the City
of Winter Park, in planning local
entertainment Other members of
Mr . M rt· , ·
·tt
M
s
a ms comm, ~e are
~•H. E. Fleteber, Mrs. Remha,d SeideTnobwnursge,ndJoahnnd HDr.. Cco_nnA•.ryVi:ncHeonmt_er

22 Cal~eA~.:!T~= d' e~!: :~~~-~~;~:.:~~~ LAW Of TR U5m

~~:!. remember that Barry is not of light.

. .
The most f1mshed performance
was given by Mr. Howe as Ned Seton. His acting was unspoiled _by
a s:nse of strain. He had _an mtelligent reason for everythmg be
did. There was no alloy in this
O
c::;;ct::de:::: b ~i~n ki:~~:o!Ic
~nd tonesty. Mr. ~owe:s
confirmed the lines he s oke· his
carelessness was clever!/ di.' uised precision.
g
No other member of the cast
achieved a unity of pattern equal
to Mr. Howe's performance. Miss
Wright was handicapped not only
by convalescing from influenza but
by the misfortune that Mr. Kelsey
was miscaste as the hero. He did
not su est a full-breathed atbleq. '
P
. .
. gg
.
.
nation, ~~mistaka?le mus1c1anship te w1th the fas_cmation of Don
and a viv,d artistic personality of Juan. At the begmmng of the play
rare w~rmth. The quality of he r he did not make the most of his
tone was beautiful."
enviable opportun ities of express-

:;:te;

::;:,~:• ,;;;::,,;:,~::;:•,~:;"....::'. M!. ~,::;;;;",,!!;;,,,,,,

u;na:; ~:w:':...:i:~ ~ 0:7~t~n:.::~~
other colleges and exchange them.

In 1931 the meeting was held at
the '?niversity of Miami. Since the
president elected from Rollins College didn't come, the vice-president,
Dorothy Hicks of Florida State

innuen"::~

Mr. Perkins as the ~tern father
was trenchant and qmte unrecognizable as the Mr. Perkins I know;
but he must learn not to express
mental discomfort by occupying an
armchair as though he had been
rowing or riding a horse for many
hou~s before he sat down.
.
Miss Carson gave a~ o_utstand,~g
performance as the mmcmg and meffectual Laura, and lfr. Cud~ore
s~gg:sted a_dequately the ummagmative ~usmes man, Seton Cram.
Mr. Curr1e ga_vc us a lot of_ fun,
and Miss 'Y-y!Ie helped ~1m m an
excellent piece of clowning. The
part of Henry was played by Bryan
nd
te
~~en,
18 :at~1?Y I ;_~ll S a:\a
.•
y
,ve
,c son.
_app1ly cbose_n play and a very enJOYable evenmg.
______
Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

FOR THE BEST

Visitors Had Odd Theme Song

PATRONIZE
EATING
PLACES

Government Camp, Ore. (U.P.)"Skiing in the Rain" was the
theme song here recently as bun-

~~l•~~s to:e~r:~:~f:d
tt:i~e~~;~eg:f

::\::i~t~

~~~!~;; s:;!so:.::i::~

PQNTJAC

The Whistling Kettle

AT THE

Oil Lyman Ave.

LITTLE GREY
HOUSE

Advertise in the Sandspur

On the Highway North

I

C. L. PRUYN

93

Buick

$225
695
$

19~!n!'.:'ntlac Coupe, 1933

$575

11 -

19~!n!'.:'~u_a_~---~-

19_a_a__ _1'_~

-~~~'.__ _

==========• I 1931 Pontiac 2 Door

University.

p~:~i;

19

A. B. Taxi Service

PHONE 107

8

throughout _ __

_

The Flora Studio
Fine Portraits
At Reasonable Prices
Also a Beautiful Line of Frames

Favor

Phone 7695
211/, S. Orange Ave.

---- -

The Restaurant Near the Campus

CHARLEEN'S

During
FOUNDERS'

and

WEEK

,_._.

~

d

be please

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
Served at any time between the events

IT'S THE TRUTH

I
$365
$375

$145

19!!n<;:~~-1-~~-~---~-~-~~~.'...~.:.~-~.--~~~

$195

1926 , v111ys-KnJght Sedan
Clean....
'

$ 95

1926 Franklin Phaeton .

$ 45

1926 Hudson, extra good ..

$ 35

Orange-Buick
Pontiac Co.
Phones 5353--8335

- - -- - --

$575 11,.,-.,,-.,,-.,,-.,,-.,,-.,,-.,,-.,,-.,,-=""::"""""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""III

1929 Essex Sport Coupe .. ..

330 N. ORANGE A VE.

Luncheon 40c and 60c
Dinner 50c and $1.00
We cater to Dinner Parties and
Banquets
Phone 8751

r---------------------:
\
P THE PErn'TER PITCHER

rr===================~'i 111
WELCOME
ROLLINS STUDENTS, ALUMNI AND
ALL COLLEGE FRIENDS

"Open Evenings"

E. R.

--- ---

Distinctive, Yet Enjoyable
try

$395
0

SWlken Garden
718 !llagnolia Ave.-Orlaado

$495

~;n~h~:g~~11o!a1~~ ~1e : ~

1930 Oakland 2 Door Sed:i.n

Men are born with two eyes, but
with one tongue, that they may
see twice as much as they say.Colton.

Yo~~- ~!fr~d ":· Anthony,
of N"
0
and an ;;;th•:r~t; ~!he 0;:cr:~::
funds and trusts, and chairman of
the commission on Permanent and
Trust Funds of the Association of
American Colleges, said, "Although
there has been a great loss of confidence in the competence of tru.t
companies and banks in this country, this confidence is gradual!J
being restored."
The visitors made a tour of Roi!ins visiting clas
d d •
mi~ries and we:rooms an
or7
'
e entertamed b
an ?rgan recital in Knowles Mtmorial Chapel Friday afternoon,
and "Holi4y," presented by tht
Rollins Workshop Friday night

in the

of Winter Park

Best Results

$775

Sedan ............
Hupmobile 6 W. ,v. Se dan
1931 Studebaker Dictator, s
W. W . Sedan, 1933 license
'7

0

The Winter Park Jeweler

be:~~~•h-

=====================~~==~~====~~~~=~~=~~~~

I
I,

8.~~-~-'.-f79S

rni~u!:'cf ;8';tc!~-.~

----------■ l1 928
I!:'
1931

de~tr:!:; !i:k:o:::~ii:~ ai:
at Tallahassee where the Florida
State College f or Women was host.
Colleges represented included University of Florida, Miami, Tallahassee and Rollins.
·

BU IC K

1930 Packard Deluxe Sedan

Jewelry Repairing and Ring
Setting
Watches a Specialty

!e:ue;::~ i::u::a~:: ~::;n: :::
by the six colleges and unive!ir
.
.
.
I
m Florida to_ co-operate with tru.,t
~~;~:::~s f:~t;s r;:;'i,:o
Florida's educational institution._of

THE LATCH
STRING

The Place to Eat

Quantity, Quality, Price

THAT
AD_VERTISE

Pre;•""

Adverti~0 ;na!:i!andspur

~:~~~

Sandspur Eating Directory

from "Die Meistersinger."
'
Always in the
7. "Parsifal." (a) Organ-Fan.
lead with High
tasie, arranged by Lorenz; (b)
Grade Used Cars!
Tenor-"Parsifa!'s Triumph," Act 1931 LaSalle 6 w. w. se- $l
345
III.
dan, 1933 License ··············

0

::uea.

The evening's entertainment of I=============================-=============-=
the society members will include a
performance of "The Thirteenth
Chair," with Miss Annie Russell
playing the leading part.
.

~~ Swinson of Sou h
" ~- ~~~or-Rienzi's Gebet, from dreds of visitor s cavorted in heav,y
.
t ern was R1enz1, Act V.
snow as an unusual rain turned to
pre_sident of the next connntion
3. Organ Forest Murmurs, ice on toboggan slides and ski
which was held at Florida State from "Siegfried."
jumps.
College. In_ 1929 the meeting was
4. 'Cello-To the Evening Star,
held at Rolhns College with Esther from "Tannbauser."
I==========

ciation.
At Gainesville, where the next
meeting was held with W. Layton
Dinning, president, the first news
service was organized. One representative from each member of
th
• t·

At a conference held here
Friday, _a ttorneys, bankers alld
trust officers from several cl ·
in Florida informally approYed "th,
uniform trust for_ public us ,•
drawn up by Dame! S. Reni •a,
New York lawyer, as a meallJ 01
safegunrding educational funds and
bequests.
If properly stated in ~ will
living trust, a gift or beque t or
become a personal contraclbet:-y
the giver, as a public benefac~
and his bank or trust
or,
trustee for the desired ;u~f;:~
faction.
ne.
It prov,des n safe and. cont nient mea_ns for the creation of a
co~mumty_trust, ~r ~ trust for any
;:;::, r:~,g~~:=~ ;~:s,;:nn~;
bl"
p p e ot

perfectevenincompassingoctaves though I could not perceive that I mean beyond which an actor is in
Ho
ocon.iderandd1>t
an imagination enkindled and up~ they greatly aided the plot; b_ut we danger of blinding us with excess cuss "Ed~;ation~I TruS s, Wills and
soaring-these . were some of the
el~ments contr1but1ng to a most
wmged and mcred1ble performance
-a performance varily touched
with the_ flame of inspir~tion" in
t he o,pm1on of :he ~venmg Telegrams reviewer, while no less an
authority than _Olin Do,"."es, ,?f the
1
~:;:s~::k ;':des~ : 1ine Mme.
1
a warm an~ s:nsitiv! tone
beautiful treatment of hr~se"
Mme. 01 a Samarofi th; re.
nowned i;nist in writin in the
New Yo~k Ev~nin Post g said of
Mme. Luboshutz's gerfor,;,ance: "I
do not know any ~oman violinist
more capable of taking a high place
i1t the ranks of the men who have
won success in her profession. She
has a highly developed violin techni ue an almost im aceable into-

6

Boardman ofAtFlorida
College
6. "Tristan und
Isolde.
" (a)
presiding.
this State
meeting
the Organ-Prelude
to the
opera;
(b)
Jtame of the group was changed to Soprano-Isolde's "Liebestod"; fi-

-Conference Called by D H
Di cusse F und for. Ber. . olt
__
nef1t

splendor of tone, breadth and sweep ~ot like to meet either of them at of the play as a whole. There
:a~uwi:/~rpo::~9~:ich th,
of bowing, a style magisterial and th e breal<:£aS t tab!~. They amused were times when she gave Miss
p
•
a technic unflawed, an intonation me on F rid ay evenmg, bow~ver, al- ! Wright points,--and hit the golden Pr;!~e~:nfer,:n;c w:~ called b7

0

annou~ced by Herman F . ~iewert ,
orgamst of Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Wednesday, Feb. 15--6:05 P. Ill.
1. Prologue-J . Ro gers.
2. An~ante Cantabile-Dethier.
(melody m the pedals ).
3. F'.re,. Magic-Wagner.
4. Air Amaryllis"-Louis XIII.
5. Alt Wier-Godowsky.
~ Ch;ale i; A minor (No. III)
- ••~r ranc ·
Friday, Feb. 17--6:051 P. M.
1. Chorale Prelude "We Thank
Thee Jesus"-Bach. '
'p
G .
I
1
2 B:::;.:..~sz~o::;;.·

Philip Barry's "Holiday" is BANKERS APPRO~f

I

OR~AN
VESPERS MISS RUSSELL TO
U
ARE ANNOUNCED APPEAR IN PLAY

venti~n which was to be held at
Rollms. At the convention in 1923
--there were delegates present from
.
.
Southern , Rollins, and Florida Program For Week. Released Florida Audubon Soc1e~y To
State College. Two members of
By Herman F. Stewert
Hold Meeting at _Rollins
the_ ass~iation, Stetson and the
-Umvers1ty of Florida, did not send
Org an vesper programs for this
Members of the Florida Audubdelegates.
afternoon and Friday have been on Society will bold their annual

--~

Mr. Philip Barry's play is a " jeu failed to see why anybody, least of
Russian Violinist Will Appear d'esprit" which points a moral, all Linda, should !nil in love with
In Annie Russell Theatre
n_amely that it is a better thing to h_im. Thus Miss Wright hnd n difhve life than to make money. _f,cult task. She ought to ha,·e de.
.
Johnny Case (Jack Kelsey) desires veloped from one person to another,
Music lovers of Central Florida to relish life as a connoisseur, to but she remained the same person.
have a treat in store for them when understand and ap~reciate; JuHa She and Mr. Howe were the only
one of the eminent luminaries in Seton (Kay Hara) with whom he 1s members of the company who knew
the violin world plays on the eve- in love disagrees. She accepts her what to do "';th their hands.
ning of Wednesday, February 22 nd, father's view that life doesn't mat- She bas an admirable stage p_res.
.
. ter, but the stock market does. Her ence. She can be exuberant, witty,
und er th e auspices _of Miss Anme brother Ned (Sam Howe), and her de,•astating, defiant; but she is less
Russell at the Anme Russell The- sister, Linda (Eleanor Wright), are powerful in serious than in lighter
atre, Rollins College.
in sympathy with Johnny. Johnny moments, and should beware of
The artist in question is the transfers his a~ections to Linda over-acting .. I ~ommend to her a
great Russian violinist, Lea Lubo- who runs of! with him at the end study of Miss Katberme Cornell.
shutz, one of Eugen Ysaye's most o~ the last act. Two tiresome couOn second thoughts I wish to
brilliant pupils and a violinist of sms, Seton Cram (Homer Cud- congratulate 11-Iiss Hara on her perinternational fame. In Europe she more) and Laura Cram (Rosamund formance. 11-Iy immediate impreshas been acclaimed "the greatest Carson), show us wha_t Johnny lsion was that she lacked power; but
of all women violinists," while here would have to put up with should this is precisely the defect of the
in this country the ultra-conserva- he decide to marry into the family character she bad to portray. She
tive New York critics have said: instead of declaring his independ- gave an impression of indecision
"Mme. Luboshutz gave a perform- ence. Nick Potter (Robert Cur- and confusion of mind; and there
ance of Brucb's G. minor concerto rie) and Susan Potter (Dolores was no doubt about her being in
that would have honored an Ysaye Wylie) are happily married, and al. lo,•e with Johnny. She was real,
or a Kreisler in his prime-bright ways on top of the world. I should and I think bad formed a picture

ville having it done in the town."
Ward Presides
, -.
At the convention in
1922
Chari
E W d f R OJr
electe~s pr~sid::t ~ the n~:~ ::~

. The next year, 1924, the conventi?n was he!? at Southern College
Wlth the president to come from the
staff of the _Southern. The secretary was ed_,tor of a column once
a month "'.h1ch all the members_of
th~ assoc1at10n agreed_ to prm~.
This was the twen~y-nmth anmversar! of the Rolhns Sandspur:
Florida State Colleg: w~s agam
th •f \:nve~t,~n m_/ 925
.
e, 0
e
mv:rs' Y O
Florida,_ was elected president for
the coming .y ear and the next meeting was set for Gainesville.
G"
At the me~:i:g ~::::: at Ga,·nes-

SANDSPUR

ILEA LUBOSHUTZ

WORLD FLASHES

Minister Yasuya Uchida today telRollins Publications Are Hosts egraphed Yosuke Matsuoka, JapFor Convention
anese r~pres~ntative _at the League
of Nations, mstruct,ons to depart
(Continued from Page l)
from Geneva about Feb. 28. The
Tokio departure will signify Jaat Southe~n but the college burned pan's first s_tep toward league wit~and there 1s no record of where the drawal. It is understood he and his
convention met. In March, 1921, delegation will return by way of
the. association convened here the United States.
agam. This time progress was
.
_
made in the establishment of a
Vatican City, Feb.. 15 (UP)Florida exchange column in each The Carnera-Scbaaf_ fight was de.
of the four associated newspapers plored today and fight managers
at least once a month.
~ere criticized by the official VatEven then when the organization 1c~n organ. Osservato~e Romano
was young the influence of the said Carner_a has arms like a cra~e
n ewspaper on the college is seen. ;.nd body hke a cupb_oard. He is
Marie Bryan Hensel writes: "It it to become a moto1-plow on his
is of interest to note that the point fa th •r's farm.
system used here has been adopt.
ed at Rollins· that our popular
Bogota, Colomb1a, Feb. 15 (UP)
election result~d from discussions -Co!ombia. broke off diplomatic
held at the annual meeting; that relat,~ns with Peru today after
Rollins is the only paper printed Peruv,an planes atttempted to
a _Florida_college, Southern bav- bomb a Colomb1an flot,lla near the
mg it done m Tampa, and Gaines-

ROLLINS

PERRYDELL
-

Luncheon 75c

-

A la carte
Orlando

Phone 5461

You

NOACK &
HALL

To Enjoy Its Hospitality
Dinner $1.00

Welcome

Back

Each and Everyone is
Invited to

22 East Gore Avenue

We

THREE

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

MR. HARMS GIVES "Uncle Dan Beard" to be
Magazine Contributor
RECITAL THURSDAY

previews
postviews
plainviews

Dan Beard, author, artist a nd n a- with organizi_pg t h_e firs t class in
tional scout commissioner and hon- animal drawing in t he world. He is

Concer t Held Last Week In orary vice president of the Boy the author of several well known
an author well enough known to agement of some wearisome disAnnie Russell Theatre
Scouts of America, will be one of ~::;; ::~~~i:!a/';t:i;::g B';;,,~
Some years ago Ambrose Bierce,

Lengthy-Usually said in dispar-

permit his opinions to carry con- course.
siderable weight, took it upon himself to point out man_y of th e foibJes of Janhguage in which Americans
indulge t emse1ves.
Mr Bierce selected several glar.
of En lish of which we
1ng errors
g
are gmlty and assembled, them in a
httle book entitled, 'Write It
R1ght."0k\::;:1:alh:~t:~~~~es : ;
0
this ho and writing habits have
speakmg
f
. 1
1
really b:c;:;~o~r~::::s ; ; ; ~ : ;
th e mor
hun -han ed h•-la
I
hkely-hab e, who-!hom g his list ~
or-nor, a nd
'
words which we use mcorrectly is,
to say the least, Imposing.
rr you are not s urprised by some
of the following revelations of what
ails our grammar and rhetoric, you
are pretty good, and if you are surnsed-well, you're honest, anyP
bow. And now, to quote from Ambrose Bi•«;•· The inco_rrect forms
are given m parenthesis, with the
author's appropriate comments appended:
Alleged-(The alleged murderer). One can allege a murder but
not a murderer; a crime but not a
criminal. A man who is merety
suspected of crime would not, in
any case, be an alleged criminal,
for an allegation is a definite and
positive statement.
Antidpate _ (He
anticipated
trouble). To anticipate is to act
on an expectation in a way to promote or forestall the event expected.

It is no better than bread-

thy or thicknessy.
~aintain-The _senator . '."ai_ntamed that the tariff was 1ruqu1tous). He maintained it only if he
proved it; actually he contended
that it was harmful.
M" t k
(Y
.
k
15
a en~ ou "are mi~ta en~;
Fo; 7holm
You mtSlake.
1
a re~i;;0;,;_1 ;ela;~0;~r_d_w;h:;:rc~:
be a mutuai affection, or a mutual
h t d b t
t
tu
f . d
I
n:rr: ~ut~al ~:rs:. mu a
rien '
Necessities-(The necessities of
life are those things withl>ut which
.
"
,,
we cann~t hve). Say necess~r1es.
Obn_ox1ous-~He _made h1mse'.f
obnoxious by his actions): Obnox1ous m~ans exposed to evil.. A sold1er m battle 1s obnoxious to
danger.
Over-(The
policeman struck
hi
th h d)
If th bl
m over
e ea .
e
ow
th
over
• head it did not hit
·
.
Phen?menal - Everything that
occurs ts phenomenal, for ~ that
we know: about is phenomena, appearances. Of realit_ies, noumena,
we are ignorant.
Prete nd-(! do not pretend to be
infallible) . Of course not; one does
not care to confess oneself a prete nd •r. To pretend is to try to deceive; one may profess quite honestly.
Recollect-To remember is to
have in memory; to recollect is to
recall what bas escaped from memory. We remember automatically;

B ::•

:i':

By DOROTHY SMITH
Music-lovers of Winter Park and
vicmity had the rare privilege and
.
.
1
ipor~u~ity oft
tod one -~f
mer1ca s mos_ a en e. an rapt ly rismg p1amsts, Wilham Harms,
who presented an 1nteresting recital m the Annie Russell Theatre last

!:::!:fii:sh::~s ;::t~:.~~/;~•s~~f:~
nals and Symbols, American Boys'

Thursday evening.
Mr. Harms, a pupil of Josef
Hoffman and Mauritz Rosenthal
is now a member of the faculty of
the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia, of which Mr. Hoffmann is director.

zme, which will be "pub h shed" out0
of-doors as a Founders Week feature Sunday afternoon, February
19.
.
On Tu~sday mght, Febru~ry 21,
he will give a pubhc lecture m Rollms Recreation Hall at 8:15 on
"The Bo and How to Get Next to
Him." ;his is announced as a feature of the Tuesday Evening Leeture Course s onsored b . Rolhns.
P .
Y
•
~c:::;•~at:::~•o:,,t~n;:!en:o t:•1~

Book of Wild Animals, and others
bearing: on outdo_or life.
.
Mr. Beard, it is announced, will
be one of the contributors to the
"table of contents," of this year's
issue of Rolhns Animated Maga-

:5:•nt:

w His program was well-~hosen an_d
as bmlt on orthodox Imes. His
sta~e appearance and manner were
dehghtful and he was extremely
modest about the applause from a
very receptive audience, who requested four encores Mr Harms'
I .
I k I
t. ff .I
•
~ 1:y::!tr~~ ~ :,:;~t ~n °;:i:::s7;:
0
•
passages was mar~elo~sly accur~ted H: ~as do~~
yea;~ of
s ~ ·Y "'. a usua Y
a e_s O ers
!wice his age to accomplis_h. He
. as_ a fl~re for bravura playmg an_d
it ·~ evident th at h_e plays to his
aud,~nc~, yet th er~ is much poetry
m his interpr_etat1on, and he does
not !~ck emotion or mature u nd•rstanding of the works be plays.
Much appr~ciation should be extended to Miss Russell for the
great enjoyment of hearing the
young arti st •

in:•~

'
---.
I -•

-

,IJAN /;J_g,,!1.RO . -

•

in recollecting we make a conscious
effort. .
.
•
•
•
• •
Peculiar-(We thought hlS actions p~uliar). Properly • t~ing
1s pecuhar only to another thmg,
of which it is a cbaracteri st ic, no t b(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page I)
ing else having it; as knowledge of - -- - - - - - - - - , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
the use of fire is peculiar to man. ruby curtain which hangs in grace- peak- of authority in Russia. Yet he
Talented-for Gifted. These are ful folds from three of the pillars. exerts considerable influence in colboth past participles, but there was On the lintel appears the text, lectiv~ organization as witnessed by
once the verb "to gift," whereas "Wisdom is better than strength," the fact that nearly 60 per cent of
there never was the verb "to ta!- Ecclesiastes 9:16.
all Russian peasants are under his
ent." If Nature did not talent a
The figures of the Seven Liberal collective regime.
person the person is not talented.
Arts are frankly designed in a
Russia is evidently making adeTranspire-(Thjs
ev~nt tran- J smaller scale and are grouped q_uate allo"'.ance for the orginizaspired last week). Transpire (trans, about the figure of Wisdom, each hon of all its people. Of the sevthrough and spirare, to breathe) holding her particular attributes. enty-two million members of co-opmeans leak out, that is, become
Grammar is depicted holding an erative societies, the nucleus may
known. What transpired last week ivory and ruby case containing a be found represented in the Nationmay have occurred long before.
bottle of ink," a pen, a scroll, and al Trade Union Congress, a very
Witness-(He witnessed the ac- a file in eight sections, symboliz- powerful body in Russia today. Of
cident). To witness is more than ing the eight parts of speech.
those holding key-note positions,
merely to see, or observe; it is to
Dialectics bolds a serpent, sym- the Communists are outstanding
observe, and to tell afterward.
bolizing the wiles of sophistry.
through the country and even have
Rhetoric is typified as a beauti- their representatives through out
Going on like that for very long ful armed maiden holding a sword foreign countries.
makes us afraid to say anything and shield, symbolic of the power
A ~all of fear seems to rest over
.
, of persuasion.
Russia. Citizens have fear of befor fear of bemg corrected, doesn t
Geometry is holding the globe ing informed upon, fear of selfit? Wonder if there's any hope for and compasses.
expression, fear of not conforming
the poor college undergrad?
Music is symbolized by a seated to the many new set ways of !ivfigure playing a lyre.
ing, even the fear of one's religion.
Arithmetic is holding an abacus, Every Communist must be an atheand her agile fingers show the ra- ist. In a material sense they are
pidity of her calculations.
not yet as successful as others but
-Astronomy is holding the astro- perhaps so m ten years, added Mr.
(Continued from page 1)
_ labe and is looking up at the stars. Martin. Our commends affect them
I
The Seven Gifts of the Holy not at all, but Russia desires potroduced Senor Solis who read a Spirit, _namely, Virtus, D1vinit~s, ht1cal recogmtion by ca'.'1.talisttc
Jetter from Senor Maldonado Al- Sap1entia, Fort1tudo, Honor, Gloria, Umted States Mr. Martin exBy EGJ
varo consul at Tampa giving a and Bened1c10, are symbolized by pressed the op1mon that m spite of
1
'-------.-----·
,
• t "b t·
seven
doves holdmg scrolls. These the enumerated reasons to the
f S · ,
.
. con(Continued from Page 1)
summary o
pam s con r1 u 10ns s1gmfy the sanctificatwn of the trary the Umted States might do
whic
to the world and also welcoming Liberal Arts by spiritual force.
well to recognize Russia without
f,c ,: are deemed a menace to traf- Mr. Hanna mto th_e order of Loyal
In the cartouche at the top of necessarily expressmg approva! of
general.
Kmghts of America of which he the window is shown the cross and Russia's internal status. We might
.}he regulation_ approved }Y the has just recently been elected hon- orb, symbolizing triumph of the at _least resume Russ1~n d1pl~mat1c
Y council provides that no op- orary member.
Senor F~randez Gospels.
prmc1ples to help d1ss1pate d1storte:ator of a motor vehicle shall have gave his impressions of Rollins and
To conform with the architec- ed views on both sides and possi~~~t' arm ai:oun~ ~nothe1: person highly complimented its education- ture of the Chapel, the general bly strengthen co-operation in the
e the vehicle is m mot10n; nor al system.
character of the design and figures League of Nations by ~'('changes in
:~~I a:nother person ba.~e either
Senora de la Grana spoke of her is strictly Renaissance, with the common.
.
.
.
!
ound the operator.
And a work in helping to reorganize the use of a considerable quantity of
In conclus10n, Mr. Martin said
t~~~~r _Pr_ovision ,viii put an end social order in Spain. Senor Ra- white and gold interspersed with that as each country possesses eles1ttmg on the laps of that mirez one of the founders of the rich colors. The conventionalized ments envied by the other, inter~.:;:It :~ei;::;:r, ,,whether by an cigar \ndustry in Tampa, eulogized acanthus leaf is used as a motif national understanding would be
Now t
or.
Rollins. Mrs. Lamb 1·esponded to for the border of rich rubies and o! excellent ad".antage to both Ruso enforce the measut'e.
the speeches and concluding the golds. While the beautiful and s1a and the Umted States.

THE WORLD
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spailIS. h Group v·ISi·tS

Rollins On Sunday

I

I

Team Had Six All-star Men
Ashland, Ore. (U.P.) Conch
Hobson, of the Southern Oregon
Normal Schol, does not lack big
names in his basketball line-up. Six
men on the squad were named on
the all-state, all-star team when in
high school.

Fine Work at
Reasonable
Prices
Dress Making

!o:li:ste!:s:ui~il~;:ni!~ :::,•~1i;r~ :o P~:::;~!~vo:-a:~:e i::;~:;'.ved in
ature and history.
Wlibur Herber Burnham, DesignPictures of the group were tak:n er and Craftsman; Stained and
on the steps of Knowles Memorial ~~d;:, ~l::t~n~~~~os~ 1126 Boyls1
Chapel.

Winter Park

Let the representative for the Equitable Life Assurance
Society tell you how this applies to his co111pany.

SEVERIN BOURNE
Representatin
Rollins College P ublicity Office

Carnegie Hall

No Permissions to be
Given to Leave town

Phone 274

THE EQUITABLE
F-.1R - JUST

No out of town permissions
will be given this week-end because of Founders' Week celebrations.

LIFE ASSURANCE
SECURITY - PEACE Of MIND

Press Delegates T0
Be Guests at Lunch
Given by Sandspur

--------------------......1.1

During the Florida lntercollegiate Press convention delegates ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-==
from other colleges and u niversi- ~
ties will be entertained Friday noon
by the annual Sandspur luncheon
VERY LOW RATES
and Saturday with the convention
Clyde Line to New York
luncheon. Saturday morning the?'
Merchants & Miners to Baltimore, Philadelphia and Bostow.
are to be the guests of the PubhMunson Line to New York via Nassau
cations' Union in the College ComAUTHORIZED AGENTS ALL LINES
mons.
Cups will be awarded to the win4 Autrey Arcade
Phone 8913
Orlando
ning newspaper, literary ma3azine 1,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
and annual at the convention lunch- , ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_
eon on Saturday. The cup for the
literary magazine is to be presented this year, for the first time, by
the Record Printing Co. of St. Augustine, Fla. The Rose Printing
Specially autographed for you if desired.
Co. of Tallahassee will present the
cup for the annual, won last .y ear
by the Rollins annual but which
The Latest Books of Fiction and Non-Fiction
must be won three times conseculively before it can be claimed.
Lending Library
The newspaper cup, won last
year by the Sandspur, which also
must be won three times conseculively, will be presented by the Associated Dailies of Florida.

Havana - Nassau • Tours and Cruises

ORLANDO STEAMSHIP AGENCY

Books By Winter Park Authors

THE BOOKERY

T-h-e H-:i-u-n-t-e-d B-o-o-k-s-h-o-p
Co-eds Earned $44,468
__
Phone 350
Northampton, Mass. (U.P.)Smith College gnls earned a total
1
·•;-""=-=-""=""";:::;;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
· t m t 10n f ees 1 1of $44 ,468 t oward th e1r
d
1
1931 32 M t f th
w:r:n:arned · b · ho::e:old ::~n~~
the dormitori:S.

l'----------------------1
1

Burglar Stole 1897 Pistol
Corvallis, Ore. (U.P.)---Joe BurgJar must have been hard up for a
gun to_ use in bis holdups. He
broke mto the Oregon State College's prize_ collection and stole an
1879 Colt pistol.
-----Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

1

MRS. DRINKER'S SHOP
New England Avenue

Opposite Congregational Church

Lingerie - Hosiery - Negligees
Antique Chinese Jewelry
Persian, Indian and Turkish Prints
Chinese Linens
Russian Articles
Ponchos
Knitting Bags

Try Some Mexican Chili
AT

THE ORANGE LAUNDRY

HAM'S PIT BAR-B-Q

Alterations

141 W. Fairbanks
Avenue

Boy Scouts through Florida. Sev
era! of the Boy Scout councils in
central Florida, 1t 1s announced, are
arrangmg to send large troor, of
members to hear and see "Uncle
Dan."

program, Mr. Hanna explained the graceful figures suggest the class- , =
_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_-_=_=_::-._=_=_=_=_:=_=r._:=.........,,_=_""'-_=_=_:_....,_=_~_=_=_=_=_=-: IIII
great purpose that the Spanish at ic, the window nevertheless shows , •

and

RuthMiller

Faith and Perseverance
George Washington through his abiding courage gave inspiration to our country in its darkest hour. Let us rem.ember
that unswerving devotion at Valley Forge. We have but to
recall that truly great crisis in our national history to knowthat our national tradition of courage and fortitude will again
bring victory over our adversities.

_

the prominent partICipants m this
year's Founders' Week celebration
at Rollms College.
''Uncle Dan Beard," as he is
known among Boy Scouts throughout the nation was the originator
and founder of the first Boy Scout
society from which the English
Scouts and others were modeled.
He is th e recipient of the golden
eagle badge the only one ever
awarded a;d also of the Roosevelt
gold medal for distinguished service, only three of which have been
awarded.
A successful artist, specializing
in animal drawing, he is credited

New Rose Window
Dr Martin Gives
Will Be Unveiled
Lecture on Russia Ill
On February 19 Seminar Last Week

Avo'.d-(By ~isp]aying__a light
the skt[!per avoided a colhs1on) . To
avoid is to shun; the skipper could
have avoided a collision only by
getting out of the way. Avert is
the proper form.
To climb. (I climbed down off
the wall). In climbing one ascends.
Compare with-(He had the immodesty to compare himself with
Shakespeare). Nothing necessarily immodest in that. Comparison
with may be for observing a difference; comparison to affirms a similarity.
Endorse. (He endorsed the proposition heartily). You may endorse
8 check, but you approve a policy,
or statement.
Honeymoon. ( ..• week's honeymoon). Moon here means a month,
and any other designation of length
is incorrect.
Insane Asylum-Obviously an
asylum cannot be unsound in mind.
Say, asylum for the insane.
Laundry-(She carried the laundry upstairs). Meaning a place
where clothing is washed, this word
cannot also mean clothing sent
there to be washed.

Valley Forge ...

DAVIS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

29 E. Pine St.

Orlando

Extends a Welcome to all

Something new always coming in.

Rollins Visitors

Three-piece Knitted Suits, Wash Silks

for

"Complete Outfitters''

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS
Phone 4822

DRESSES FOR EVERY OCCASION!

FOUNDERS' WEEK

THE GOWN SHOP
Canton and E. Park Aves.

Winter Park

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

l<'OUR

POWELL SPEAKS
TO CLUB FEB. 7
Head of Christian Scientists
Gives Address Last Week

Founders'

Week Program

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16
8: 15

P.

thea Thomas Lynch in charge. ($1.00, 75c,
SOc).

:;;;~"ta~~!: ~::;:·a1!a:::} ::~~

2 :30

~i;!~en:: \n:ot~eait': w~t~ -K:: d~
the Scriptures" by Mrs. Eddy, is,
Dr. Powell said, next to t he Bible
the best selling book in t he English lang uage. The writing of this
book Dr. Powell declared t o be but
one of three great achievements to
Mrs. Eddy's credit, any one of
which would have established her
reputation as the most remarkable
woman in the whole world. Second,
she not only discovered t he Christ
healing power as a science, but followed her discovery into understandable practice for her followers. Her third great achievement
was the establishment of The
Christian Science Monitor, acknowledged by many newspaper
publishers to be th,e finest newspaper printed in the English language.
Am o n g interesting anecdotes
told, Dr. Powell spoke of talking
with Mark Twain and asked him
why he so mercilessly attacked
Mrs. Eddy. He replied that it was
impossible for one person to write
in so many various styles as were
used in the various articles bearing Mrs. Eddy's signature-and
that therefore she copied from other writers-however, later the authenticity was proven and acknowledged even to Mark Twain's satisfaction. In this connection Dr.
Powell said that he became so interested in Mrs. Eddy's vocabulary
during the writing of the book that
he had it computed-and as a writer Mrs. Eddy bad the largest vocabulary of any English writer excepting Shakes11eare.
Dr. Powell also spoke of the time
when rumors were frequent that
Mrs. Eddy had passed on, and it
was at this time that President
Holt wrote Mrs. Eddy and printed
in The Indejlendent an article she
wrote for him.
Dr. Powell finished his talk with
experiences he had in England,
Sweden, Holland, Germany and
France in connection with the
translation of his biography of
Mrs. Eddy.

1 :30 to 8 :00 P. M.-Open House at All Dormitories and Sorority and Fraternity Houses.

On Rollins Program
Some of the prominent speaker s
for the Animated Magazine during
Founders' Week will be clisclosed
by Prof. E. 0. Grover in an interview over the Rollins ra dio hour
on F ebruary 15, Wednesday, at
9:30 P. M.
The program ope~s wit h a mus ical sel ection, f ollowed by a play
directed by P r ofessor Pierce. Then
another piano number and t he talk
with Mr . Grover . The half hour
with Rollins closes with current
events and more music.
Vivien Skinner and Beatrice Ke!.
]er of Dunedin spent Sunday at the
Gamma Phi house.

~1.-Thirty-fifth A nnual A lumni Luncheon ; Semi nole Hotel; Miss I sabel Green in
char ge. ( 75c) .

P.

P.

4 :00

6 :00

AT ROLLINS COLLEGE

Founders' Day
9 :30 A. M.-Academic Procession forms at Car-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;~:;~;;~

negie
Hall; Professor Edward F. Weinberg ;
in
charge.
10 :00 A.
AL-Convocation
and Conferring
of Hon-1II
orary
Degrees; Address,
"The Disarmed
Mind," by Dr. Mary Emma Woolley, President of Mount Holyoke College; Baritone
Solo by Robert Ringling, Mus.D.; Knowles
Memorial Chapel; President Holt in charge.

•------------------------------11!!
'Dickson-Ives Opens the

Reserved seats will be held until 9:50.
4:00 to 6:00 P. M.-The P resident's Reception;
535 Interlachen Avenue; President and
Mrs. Holt in charge.
6:05

P.

M.-Organ Vespers; Herman F. Siewert,
Organist; Knowles Memorial Chapel.

8: 15

P.

Economy Floor-4th
A new section with new valaes in frocks, underwear

M.-Meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Association of Central Florida; Speakers: Dr.
Edward Conradi, President of Florida State
College for Women, and Dr. Roscoe Wilfred Thatcher, President of Massachusetts
State College; Annie Russell Theatre; Dean
Winslow S. Anderson in charge. The Pr,b-

E verything is brand new and at prices
we don't believe you can duplicate elsewhere! Shop and compare!

lic is I nvited.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21

1 :00

P.

ON ms EIGHTH YEAR

MOl<DAY, FEBRUARY 20

negie H all ; P resident Holt in charge.

life in one hundred years. He reminded t he audience t hat many who
were not so-called Christian Scien.

1 :30

DR. HAMILTON HOLT

M.-Animated Magazine, Vol. VII., No.

Dr. Edwin Osgood Grover, Publisher.

at this_time-it being the first _op- ! 2 :30 P. M.-Unveiling of Portraits of Edwin Payportumty he had to _do so s m~e
son Hooker, First President of Rolli ns ColMrs. Ed_dy won the ftrst place m
l ege, and Oliver Cromwell Morse, late Vicethe Ladies Home Journal Contest
president of Rollins College; Library, Car-

Dr. Grover to Speak

P.

I; Rollins Campus; President Holt, Editor;

mately before a large audience of 10 :00 A. M.-Adjourned Meeting of the Board of
Rolins students and guests from
Trustees; Choir Room of Sacristy, Knowles
Orlando and Winter P ark last
Memorial Chapel; President Hamilton Holt
Tuesday evening for t he Ro'.lins
in charge.
College Christian Science Society.
Eliza Windsor president int roduc- 12 :30 P. M.-Thirty-ninth Anniversary Luncheon
ed Dr. Powell.' He t old ~f his long
of The Rollins Sands,pur; W histling Kettle
etanding interest in Mrs. EddyTea Room; Professor Willard Wattles in
dat ing back twenty-five years and
charge. ( S0c).
how he ca me to write t he book 4:00 P. M.-Irving Bacheller Essay Contest in
which he calls- " Mary Baker Eddy
F lorida History; "Gate o' the Isles"; Pro-A Life-Sized P ortrait." The book
fessor Rhea M. Smith in charge.
was completed just seven mont hs
6:05 P. M.-Organ Vespers; Herman F. Siewert,
after Dr. Powell was invited to use
Organist; K nowles Memorial Chapel.
all available material and give a
comprehensive and true story of
Mrs. Eddy's remar kable life.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18
Dr. Powell spoke for about an
Alumni Day
hour and r ecounted many of his experiences in the research work 9:00 A. M.-Registration of Returning Alumni;
which it was necessary to accomC arnegie Hall ; Mrs. C. Fred Ward in
plish for the great task before him.
charge.
He prefaced his r emarks by saying
he was especially happy to speak 11 :00 A. M.-Thirty-fift h Annual Meeting of the
in beautiful Knowles Memorial
Rollins A lumni Association; Anme Russell
T heatre; Miss Katharine Lewis in charge.
Chapel, and to speak on Mrs. Eddy

2 :30

Congratulates

11 :00 A. M.-Services at Local Churches.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17

:et:t: :~::t:~:~:nw!o ~~e::~:

Published by Students of Rollins College

Nave will be reserved for Students and Faculty until 9 :40.

M.-Dramatic Production by the Rollins

Theatre Workshop: " Holiday," by Philip
Barry; Annie Russell Theatre; Mrs. Doro-

Dr. Lyman P owell, V<ch o wrote
t he now fa mous biog raphy of the
f ounder and leader of t he Chr istian

The Rollins Sandspur

Window; Talk, "Entering Into Life," by
Dr. William Pierson Merrill, Pastor of the
Brick Presbyterian Church, New York;
Knowles Memorial Chapel ; Dean Charles
Atwood Campbell in charge. Seats in the

FEBRUARY 16 TO FEBRUARY 22, 1933

8:15 e. M.-Tuesday Evening Lecture:
"The
Boy and How to Get Next to Him," by
Daniel Carter Beard, National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America; Recreation Hall; Dr. William Spencer Beard in
charge.

M.-Tenn is Matches; U niversity of Florida vs. Rollins; College Courts. (Tentative).

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

Winter Park Civic Day

M.-Golf Match; University of Florida
vs. Rolli ns; Aloma Country C lub. (Te11ta-

tive ) .

6 :OS

P.

M.-Alumni Memorial Vespers; Knowles
Memorial Chapel; Miss Clara B. Adolfs in
charge.

8 :15

P.

P.

M.-Class, Sorority and Fraternity Reunions.
7 :00 P. M.-Fencing Match; T he Citadel vs. Rollins; Recreation Hall. (Tentative) .
P.

8 :00 to 12 :00 P. M.-Annual Greek Letter Dance;
Orl ando Coun try Club; P anhellenic Association and Interfratem ity Council in
charge. For A lumni, Stttdu,ts and Faculty

only.
SUNDAY, F EBRUARY 19

Day of Prayer for Colleges
9:45 A. M.-Morning Med itation and The Unveiling and Dedication of The Rose Memorial

Underwear

and $5.94

M.-Organ Vespers; Herman F. Siewert,
Organist; K nowles Memorial Chapel.

Here's a fashion parade
of the new fabrics, new
colors, new styles ! One
and two piece styles, cape
' styles for young women
and women . . . new as
spring!

M.-Recital by Madame Lea Luboshutz,
Violinist; Annie Russell T heatre; Miss
A nnie Russell in charge. (i 1.so, i 1.oo,
75c).

98c
Spectacular offer for opening
day! New 100% pure silk
F r ench Crepe, g uaranteed
washable.

Dance Sets
Petticoats

FOUNDERS' W EEK COMMITTEE
W INSLOW S. ANDERSON, General Ch<urman
ERVIN T. BROWN
HARVE CLEMENS
A LFRED J. H ANNA
fu MILTON HOLT
MRS. DOROTHEA THOMAS LYNCH
EDWARD F. \VEINBERG
Miss L IDA Wooos

"""'""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""=

Pantie.,i
Slips

Suits $1.94
Just think of Irish Linen
snits at this price ! White,
Pink, Fr. Blue in sizes
14-20.

Frocks $1.89
Scores of new
st reet dresses . . .
linerui, batist es,
clot hs .. . bargaia

cotton
piques,
broadpriced !

Smocks 98c

Dresses 98c

They're just what yon
want for house or office
work. White and pastela,

They LOOK so good . • .
they FIT superbly l Plain
and printed b'cloths in
sizes 14-46.

sizes 1'-46.

Values like t hese make you
realize that the Economy
F loor is the place to shop
first for underwear and
dresse11!

Ribbonette

WELCOME!

Dresses

Alumni

$1.89

and
Friends

Underwear

39c
Another great s pecial for
opening day:

Tricot Panties 39e
It's a tropical mesh
that's smart, practical!
As illustrat ed in white
or maize, sizes 14.-20.

flesh tint in sizes 4-7.
Other Specials in underwesr
include :

FOURTH FLOOR

Bemberg Panties 49c
E xtra Size Panties 49c
Run-resist Dance Sets
49c

of
Rollins College

-4th floor

Ot her Dresses for Juniors, Women ]
and Large Women
[

$2.94 $4.94 $7.94 $8.94

DICKSON - IVES
ORANGE AVE.

PHONE 4134

Economy Floor
Policy
To selJ you for less
t han you can buy
e]sewhere . . . to
give Dickson .. I ves

quality . . . DicksonIves service including charge accounts

and delivery.

THE

Schermerhorn VisitsRollins,
Speaks to Webber College

~lU}

"Technocracy has great possibil- ernment, the dictatorship, mohauities/' said James Schermerhorn, cracy, and technocracy.
speaking to a large audience in th e
Roger Babson, and Mrs. Grace
auditorium of Webber College, Bah- K. Babson, his wife, sponsors of
80 n Park, last Wednesday night, Webber College, an institution for
but, be quickly added, "to the la.y- women who wish to secure a brief
man it is like the farmer who, course in business fundamentals,
watching a hen lay an egg (one listened to the orator describe sysof the new divisions of money ere- terns of government that would
ated by Howard Scott and his as- spell doom to capitalism and likesociates) hears the hen cackling wise an end of the great statistitech· tech-tech-noc-racy! The far- cian, as auracle of the business
mer inquires: 'Will the public be future. As sponsor of the Open
able to eat one of those darned Forum in Babson Park, Mr. Babthings'?"
son remained speechless in the enMr. Schermerhorn, !ountier of the suing discussions, probably because
I Detroit Times and publisher until he was donor of the Open Forum
' 1922, visited Rollins from Monday programs, and he did not wish to
through Thursday of last week appear discourteous to the speaker
while waiting to complete speaking by challenging any of the four
engagements in the Open Forum of roads that Mr. Schermerhorn deDr, Robert S. Holmes, Daytona clared were open to the nation.
Beach. As humorist, lecturer and
On Mr. Babson's staff is Dr. Guy
newspaperman, Mr. Schermerhorn Frank Armitage, former professor
has addressed audiences throughout of economics at Rollins in 1931-32
the world. H~ spe_a ks as traveller and devoted l_o~er of Rollins fro,,;
through Russia with a party of ~acuity, admimstration to the enUnited States senators and educa- tire stud~nt bod.y.
tors; as one who has s?ent over a
Accordmg to Dr. Armitage, Mr.
quarter of _a century m the pub- S~hermerhorn delivered the most
lishing bu~mess; and as _one who ~1tty yet pointed address to forum
is presentmg to the audience_s of hstene_rs this year at Babson Park,
the country the four "aucrocies": and his one regret was that the
Democracy, bureaucracy, autocracy for'."er publisher was unable to reand technocracy; Mr. Schermer- mam to speak to his class.
born inquires : 'What is there to
Roger Babson has a college of
come?"
~his topic he address- thirty women who are searching
ed enthusiastic crowds from Jack- for economic truths in this small
sonville, Daytona, Miami, DeLand, Florida village, which really is
a nd Babson Park,-th ousa nd s of "eleven th er people with a maypeople who are anxious to know of or," as Dr. Armitage jokingly spoke
th• neweS t "aucracy" offered to of th e inhabit~nts i~ B_a bson Park.
the la nd as a panacea for economic From fall until Christmas sessions
ills. In the publshier's own wo rd s, are held in Bo ston, and then from
"I speak as reporter, not as pro- th e first of January until early in
pagandist."
May the college is transferred to
Attending Prof. Willard Wattles' Florida for completion of the year's
journalism class, the visitor was study.
questioned more than two hours
Mr. Babson, friendl,y to Rollins,
about Russia, technocracy, newspa- asked about the increase in tuition
perdom including Arthur Brisbane here, and in emphatic words said

?n

°

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

FIVJ:

JAMES SCHERMERHORN

Brick Presbyterian Church

New

Two College Presid~n'ts Will York, N. Y.; Dr. Charles Downer Program. Gi~en By Organist
Address Meetmg
Hazen, professor of history, ColumIn Miami Last Week
bia University· Irving Bachclle
The alumni chapter of ,th e Phi the author; D; Lyman P. Powel~:
:eta_dKap~~ has,~o~ialion ~f C~ntr:l former president of Hobart College,
0
;:~sell Th~!~::!~"ffa '"e!e~ and now rector of St. Margaret's
.
F h
Y
Church, New York, N. Y.; Ray
nmg, e ru~ry 20' at 8 :l 5.
Stannard Baker, (David Grayson),
T~e pri~l~ipbal riea~°.Jrs for C th e biographer of Woodrow Wilson,
;::~m;e:~ent
t;~ Flo:~::
and others..
.
Coll~ Pe for Women at Tallahassee
D~. Hamilton H~lt, president of
Flori!a and Dr. Roscoe Wilfred Rolhns, former ed1:°~ o! "The InThatch;r former resident of the depe_ndent". and origmato~ of t~e
• Rolhns Animated Magazine, will
h'
S P C
01 1ege. PreSJ- "blue pencil" the contributions as
Massa~ usetts
dent
ary E.
ooley of Mount editor-in-chief. The role of "pub::ii:::~ <;.~ie'i;';t: ~:mb;r s::::ee lisher" ':ill be filled, as usual, by
.
d
PP
' Dr. Edwm Osgood Grover, profesis a 1so expe~te_ ·
.
jsor of books.
Th: ;s~~-ciat~o~I mee~ tv:ice ;earDistinguished contributors in
1Y, ~ ;
ins. 0 ege urmg ouR- former issues of the magazine have
ders
eek m Februar;I', a?d ~t included Corra Harris, Rex Beach,
:~~I ~~ ~:~o:f J;;,c~~:::~ityT~: Edwin E. Slosson, Rober~ Herrick,
officers of the or amzatrnR are: Frank K. Polk, John Erskine, Percy
~ ~ = ~ =- -= ~ = = = = = == ~ = = = ~ I Wmslow S. And!rson, president; ~acKaye, S. Parkes ?adman, CoPerhaps the most notable
Logging Operations Stopped
Dr. Warren S. Gordis, of Stetson rmne R~oseve!t Robmson, Zona
thought iri connection with the MuCouderay, Wis. (U.P.)-Logging University, vice president; Willard Gale, Irvmg F,s_her and many oth_eum is that the members are work~ operations are at a standstill m Wattles, secretar,y -treasurer.
ers of equ~l emmence. .
.
mg _on their own initiative. No Sawyer county this winter for the
The Rollins Key Society and the
The ~nimated Magazine JS an
credit is given for time or work first time since the county was Torch and Scroll Society of StE>t- out~tandmg feature_ of the_ Foundand the only reward is self-satis- settled. More than 5,000 men were son will attend as special guests. ers Week celebration _which this
faction and experience.
employed by lumber comparues in The meeting is open to the public. year marks the fort~-eigbtb an?,-----the county ever,y winter during nor______
versary of the_ fo~nd1~g of Rollms
The Philosophy Club will hold a mal times.
Alpha Mu of Gamma Phi Beta as th_e oldest m_stitubon of higher
dinner tonight at 6:30 at Perrydell.
-----,vishes to announce the affiliation learnmg m Florida.
Dr. Thomas will speak on "The
Plane Used to Find Dog
of Winnifred Andrews of New York
Philosophy of Bergson."
Portsmouth, N. H. (UP)-Mr. City, formerly of Epsilon.
Kay Devereux left Winter Park
-----and Mrs. Robert Burnham used an
-----Thursday to motor to her home in
Ann Louise Poling and Bee Grn- airplane to locate their setter dog
Joan Igou entertained Victoria New Orleans, where she will attend
ham spent the week-end in West after it had strayed from them Peirce, Dorothy Jean Alexander, the wedding of her sister. She will
Palm Beach visiting the latter's while they were on a hunting trip and Helen Jackson at her home in return by motor with her mother
famHy.
near here.
Kissimmee over the week-end.
some time this week.
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Herman F. Siewert, organist of
Knowles Memorial Chapel, p]a.yed
a special program. at t~e :rinity
Episcopal Church m Miami, Fla.,
last Wednesday under the auspices
of the Miami Chapter of the National Association of _Organists.
Mr. Siewe_rt was assisted by M~s.
John K. Shmn, soprano, ~nd Miss
Bertha Foster, accompanist. The
program as presented follows:
1. Toccata and Fugue in D Minor-J. S. Bach.
2. Christmas Evening in Sicily
-Mauro-Cottone.
3. Hymn to the Stars-Sigfrid
Karg-Elert.
4. Nutcracker Suite -Tschaikowsky.
5. Chorale in A Minor (No. 3)Cesar Franck.
6. T?ese are They (From _the
Holy C1ty)-Gaul; _How Beautiful
Upon ~he Mountains -HarkerMrs. Shmn.
.
_
7. Prelude and Fugue m G Minor-M~rcel Dupre. " .
8. ~iebstod, from Tristan and
Isolde -Wagner.
9. (a) The Cu~koo-A_rensky;
(b) Schon R~se-Marien (Fair Rose-Marie)-Krei~l~r.
.
.
10. Westmimster Chimes-LouJS
Vierne. _ _ _ _ __

I

"Midge" Jaeger, Alyce Cleveland,
and "Monie" Noh! were guests of
Jean Parker at her home in St. Augustine over the week-end.

============================================ ==========
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"Today," Mr. Gannett proposes to he could to help his friend make a
issue.
success of the greater charge. TaiIn Prof. R. W. France's vocations tion at Webber College is $1550,
class he was asked about the including transportation to and
Scripps-Howard chain of national from Florida.
or~ dailies, opportunities in journalism,
Mr. Schermerhorn mentioned that
pare Ii communism in Russia, government- six years ago he sat on the shore
ruruW al and business conditions in this of Lake Virginia with President
eountry.
Holt, listening to him outline the
As visitor in Dr. Charles W. plan that he had in mind for the
Stiles' public health zoology course, Rollins of the future.
the publisher learned about health
Today the former publisher
conditions in the South, and, con- found a vastly different Rollins,
trary to sessions in other classes, changed by three new dormitories,
he was happy to sink into the back- a beautiful chapel and a lovely
■all 71 ground to see just how classes in theatre, set side by side.
!'.allolJ Rollins are conducted.
And inside the Rollins classroom,
.: ~ Witty, ,yet alive with intelligen t though vastly different from West
information, he toured Florida dis- Point, where he once schooled as a
cussing economic conditions not as young man, he found a new friendan idealist but as a reporter of ac- ship existing between professor and
tual conditions. E mphasizing that student developing an education, as
,trikes and mob outbreaks all he said, himself, which is like Mark
might easily start mob rule, he im- Twain on one end of a log and stupartially outlined our present gov- . dent on the other.

Rahhlts a nd Radishes
B ahies andB ouquels
Carrots and Ca.bhag-es
all.Jrolllan

EMPTY
TUB!

MARTIN TO TELL MUSEUM TO GIVE

Of DEBT PROBLEM SERIES OF PLAYS

Right before you r very eyc:!I the man of magic draws
rabbits, vegetables, flowers, fruits----evcn babies-all

from an ~mpty tub! What an astonishing fellow he isl

Professor Will Give Fourth of "Anna Chril!ltie" Among Those
Lecture Series
Which Will Be Offered
Problems which have developed
as a result of the international war

C

debts will be analyzed and discussed by Professor John Martin
in a public address at aollins College tomorrow morning at 11 :30 in
the Annie Russell Theatre. The
meeting, which is announced as the
fourth in a public series held in
connection with Prof. Martin's
course in international relations, is
free to the public.
Professor Martin, who has made
exhaustive studies of the war debt
problem from the viewpoint of economic implications as we!i' as diplomatic relations, will speak on the
t1mbject: "Why Doesn't Europe Pa.y
Up and Disarm•"
. Professor Ma;tin's lectures durmg this series, which has touched
upon relations between China and
Japan, United States and Japan,
and United States with Russia,
have been attended by near-capac1ty audiences.

Vulture Found Dead
-Sheffield, Mass. (U.P.)-A black
YU!ture, indi enous to the tropics,
Was found dea here recently. Inso'.ar as records show, it was the
th1rd found in Mas. chusetts in the
~•st century. The · d had a 38inch wing spread · a d will be
mounted.
'

By VICTORIA BEDFOR~,
Although "The D?,ll's House. and
"From Sun to Sun w~re enJoyed
by many students and VlSltors, few
know of the group_who made these
presentations possible.
Several professors and abo~t two
dozen. studen~s met one evem?g to
org~mz? an informal dramatic orga~ization. They chose as the execut1ve staff, a student bo~rd of directors and a faculty advisor. Later, several dir?ctors :£ound, at
Fern Park, a smtable little theatre which is now known as t~e
M~se_um, :' house for the arts. T?i.s
bmldmg is a ':orkshop where mterested and ser10us students, workiag together, can obtam a know!edge of_ accepted stage tec_hnique
and begm to develop a techmque of
their ow?.
.
.
.
The aim of the orgamz~tion 1s
to collect and develop_ Florida folk
material, to interpret m fresh, new
ways the plays of well-known ~uthors and to present the creative
work of local students.
The directors of the Museum inaug urated their work with Zora
Hurston because they wish to make
themselves and others more familiar with the richness of the material at their owu doorstep.
Ibsen's "Doll's House" was given
by memebrs of the group. The play,
however, was not sponsored by the
Museum,

EXPLANATION 1

The assorted rabbits, babie,, carrots, cabbages, ribbons and other magical "props" are not created by
magic. The tub has a false bottom that is conveniently
displaced, and numberless wonderfu l things spring to
life in the magician's nimble .fingers. They do lite rally "spring11 because they are made to compress into
the bottom of the tub, taking their natural shape as
the magician lifts them out.
Soua.cE: "Trick, ,11,d lllusio,u" b, Will Gold.rto"-

E. P. Duttcm 6- Co.

ks .FU.AT ro .B.B Eboz.o.o
•• • I.TS ~ORE Fl7.N .TO AA-row
Tricks are legitimate on the stage but not out the full "round" flavor of mild, high•
in business. Here's one that has been used grade tobaccos. It's the costliness of the
in cigarette· advertising ... the illusion that tobaccos, as well as the blending, that counts.
blending is everything in a cigarette.
EXPLANATION , Blending is important ... but
:o::.~;ow:!p~~:::h:
it makes a lot of difference what is blended.
Camels are made from finer, MORE
Inferior tobaccos can be blended to cover
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
up their humble origin. But your taste soon
popular brand.
detects the trick.
The proper use of blending is to bring Hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been spent by others in the attempt to
discover just how Camels are blended.
T he blend is important.
But all the while C amel spends millions
more for choice tobaccos .. •to insure your
enjoyment.
Light up a Camel. Relax, while the deli•
cate blue smoke floats about you. Enjoy
to the full the pleasure that comes from
costlier tobaccos.
Keep Camels always handy ...in the air•
tight, welded Humidor Pack.

IF :~!~

_

NO T RICKS
• • JUST COSTLIER
TOB ACCOS
IN A

M ATCHL E SS

B L END
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Published Weekly By Students Of Rollins
Established in 1894 with the following
editorial: "Unassuming yet mighty, sharp
and pointed, well-rounded yet
many sided, assiduously te-

nacious, yet as iritty and
energetic as its name implies,
victorious in single combat
and t herefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation: all
these will be found upon investigation to
be among the extraordinary qualities of the
Sandspur."
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Member Winter Park Chamber of Commerce
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Entered as second class matter November
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uPrexy" and friend of every student. He
has been ably assisted by Winslow S. Anderson, dean of the college; Arthur D. Enyart, dean of men; Vivian S. Bingham, dean
of women; E. T. Brown, treasurer; Mrs.
Emilie Cass, registrar; and A. J. Hanna,
chairman of the alumni council and Dr.
Holt's assistant.
The board of trustees is also to be thanked for their support and unfailing assistance. Those members whose terms expire
in 1933 are William Russell O'Neal, Orlando, Florida; Louis Boisot, Chicago, Illinois; Fritz J. Frank, New York City; Halsted W. Caldwell, Winter Park, Florida;
Milton J. Warner, Pine Orchard, Connecticut; and Cornelius A. Pugsley, Peekskill,
New York. John J. Carty died a few weeks
ago.
Those whose terms expire in 1934 are
Irving Bacheller, Winter Park, Florida; T.
W. Lawton, Sanford, Florida; Joshua C.
Chase, Winter Park, Florida; William T.
Stockton, Jacksonville, Florida; Douglass
W. Potter, Louisville, Kentucky; and Margaret Dreier, Brooksville, Florida.
To the faculty also we owe our sincere
thanks for their support and help. Without a competent faculty a college can never
be great.
Thus we are proud to be celebrating our
48th anniversary. There can be no doubt
that "as the swift .year runs" those who
Jove Rollins will continue to sing her
praises.

WELCOME
RolUns is honored this week by having as
guests, Founders' Week speakers, Florida
Intercollegiate Press Association members
and alumni. On behalf of the administration, faculty and students, we give them a
cordial welcome. We are very happy to
have them all for our 48th anniversary.
The students will do their best to see that
each visitor has the finest time possible.
We feel sure that the program planned for
the week is well worth while and will be of
great interest.
Inasmuch as we still have the depression
we doubt if the number of alumni present
will be as great as it would be in different
circumstances. To those poor unfortunates
who cannot be here may we say that we
hope to see them here for other Founders'
Week celebrations? And to those who are
here we again hope that they enjoy being
here as much as we enjoy having them.

STUDENT LETTERS
During the last week we have been forced
to discard several student opinion letters
because they were unsigned. The Sandspur
is always glad to print such letters provided that thoy are signed in order that we
may determine the authenticity of them.
We are always urging students to express
their opinions in the columns of the paper
but it has been and will continue to be our
policy to print only signed letters.
If the students who have written these
letters will give us their names we will be
glad to run them in a later issue. When
the students so desire, we withhold their
names from the columns but we cannot publish anonymous letters.

CHIMBORAZO
(In memory of Clinton Scollard)
Sincere sympathy is extended by the
students and faculty to Ruth Jeanne
Bellamy on the death of her father.

FOUNDERS' WEEK
Tomorrow marks the opening of the 48th
anniversary of the founding of Rollins College, oldest institution of higher learning in
Florida.
Rollins was incorporated in 1885 "to provide for its students the best educational
facilities possible, and to throw about them
those Christian influences which will be
adpated to restrain them from evil and prepare them for a virtuous, happy and useful life."
· Although several Florida towns offered
attractive proposals, Winter Park, then a
small village only five years old, was chosen
for the site, probably through the efforts
of Mr. F . W. Lyn,an and of Dr. E. P. Hooker, the first president.
·
Rollins grew steadily. In 1925 Dr. Hamilton Holt accepted the presidency and advancement since then has been rapid. "During his administration nearly $2,000,000 for
buildings, current expenses, endowment
funds and scholarships, and lands for general purposes have been raised."
Three educational innovations have been
introduced-the Conference Plan, the Upper and Lower Division Plan and the UnitCost Plan. Each of thes<1 has caused considerable comment and will, no doubt, lead
the way in new ideas of education. The
enrollment has steadily increased from year
to year.
Last March the Knowles Memorial Chapel and the Annie Russell Theatre, the
fourth and fifth buildings of the new unit,
were dedicated. The former was the gift
of Jllrs. Frances Knowles Warren in memory of her father and the latter was the
gift of Mrs. Edward Bok in honor of her
friend, Miss Annie Russell
In spite of the serious financial condition of the world, Rollins is continuing to
prosper. Naturally, economies have been
introduced but it is probably only a matter
of a short time before the college is back
op 1929 standards.
Credit for the success which Rollins enjoys goes first to Dr. Holt, our beloved

Companioned by their canyoned crags
The mountain peaks of song
Lift up their granite witnesses
The austere stars among.
Deathless the high Sierras sweep
From Colorado's brim
To Shastas of eternal art,
Secure, remote, and dim.
But there are shyer Bershire vales
Where apple-blossoms blow
In May before the hermit thrush
Startles the vireo.
Maple and birch and cedar there
Surmount the hill of dreams,
And mint by Housatonic weirs
Is sweet-for there are streams.
Of one who mused by Farley Brook
Or strolled by Pickett's Hill,
Compassionate of silence now
That golden voice is still.
But only for the muted hush
Before gray dawn's alarm
When sunlight falls on Ten Mile Peak,
Then falls on Farley Farm.
No mountain avalanches roar
Where Berkshire greets the day;
But clear and tender against the time
Of this last disarray.
His voice lifts gallantly to oong
So resonant, it clears
The heart from all its waywardness
For more than seventy years. •
Long, Jong he lived, and wide he ranged
Gay, witty, and urbane,
Yet never spoke a bitter word
To stir another's pain.
From Maine to Moab, Rome to Nile,
Carmel to Samarcand,
Damascus to far Trebizond,
Or Lake Virginia 1s strand,
His daily speech was wise in lore
Of sycamore and firOf linnet, wren, and whip-poor-will,
Loving interpreter.
Husband and father, son and friend,
Born sib to stream and bird,
Who never did a petty deed
Or spoke a shallow word,
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But ever as through life he fared,
Splendid and debonair,
Preserved the catholicity
Of ocean, sun, and air.

JUST HUMANS

·ElihM

White hawthorn of an English hedge,
The purple-heathered moor,
Remember his high minstrelsies
Who was their troubadour.

"CO-E D'' DEFINED
A co-ed, according to an a11ntt,
given an English professor by I
Liberal Arts college freshman ,
Creighton University, "is ju~t t
contraction of the word co-edu,a.
tionnl applied now to young Ia
a s piring to compete for an edu
tion with the higher type or h
mnn.t'
The West Virginia Athena,.,

But, oh, not less where orange-blooms
Their waxon petals grieve,
Where flame-vine and hibiscus flower
Their brilliance interweave.
Still does the great magnolia-bloom
Our April hearts rejoice,
But oh, we miss his silver song,
And miss his golden voice.

LEAR HOW TO IDLE
Dr. Raymond Walters, pre$ide I
of the University of Cincinnati, believes that the depression will ,tar.
a trend back to tho liberal art, i•
the universities.
In good times, Dr. Wallen said,
big business went about seu:
technicians and complained lhlt
too few of them were being lurn.d
out, so that technical cour,es hocame the rage in the institution,
of higher learning throughout the

From Chimborazo's fiery flank
To Berkshire's summer blue,
The singer of love's lifted cup
Has looked on Andes too!
WILLARD WATTLES.

'BOOKS
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
The manner in which the American people have reacted emotionally to the depression is the theme of Gilbert Seldes' "The
Years of the Locust" (Little Brown), a portrait of the United States from the time of
the Wall Street crash down to the fall of
President Hoover and the rise of Technocracy.
Seldes takes the middle road between the
method of Frederick Lewis Allen and Mark
Sullivan, and that of those innumerable
writers who are showering us with tomes
about economics, inflation, social trends and
whatnot.
While "The Years of the Locust" is concerned mainly with the economic phases of
the last four years, Seldes does not neglect
such things as the rise and fall of miniature golf, the march and rout of the bonus
army, the sudden burst of interest in Soviet
Russia and the woes of the automotive industry. Above everything, however, his
book is the story of President Hoover as
he was from the crash to election day, 1932.
In a brilliant new analysis of our present economic predicament called "The Coming Struggle for Power,'' John Strachey
jumps far ahead of the vanguard of trouble-shooters. The book is from CoviciFriede.
Strachey's historical analysis of capitalism with which he begins, shows how the
world has been marching steadily, although
blindly, toward the catastrophe of 192919-? With irrefutable logic he shows that
the free market and "laissez faire" policies, which superstitiously are supposed to
be the basis of our economic life today, have
been steadily encroached upon by capital
and labor alike. Individual enterprise has
become a struggle for monopoly. And monopoly leads inevitably to imperialism and
war.
The layman and expert alike will follow
his vivid exposure of the origins of the de.
pression, which leads into such channels as
art, religion and literature; and they will
be moved and aroused by his scathing exposure of the half-way measures of amelioration being projected today.

Katherine Anthony turns to the tragic
life of Marie Antoinette in her latest biography (Knopf), and it is a vivid, living portrait she has done.
After briefly delineating the unique personality of 1t1arie's mother, Maria Theresa
of Austria, and touching on her subject's
strange childhood, Miss Anthony carries her
to Paris where she becomes the bride of
the ill-mannered lout who was to be Louis
XVI. Events move on dramatically to the
gaunt guillotine on which Marie Antoinette died.
When ,you have flipped over the last page,
you will be disappoi nted that the book
seemed so short. Miss Anthony's style,
her integrity in handling the history of a
difficult period, and her extreme lucidity
combine to make "Marie Antoinette" a.
biography you should read.
The Modern Library's two latest volumes
are "Antic Hay," by Aldous Huxley, and
"Penguin Island," by Anatole France.
Strong backs, shovels, coal and a furnace
are laboratory requirements for two new
courses at the University of Iowa. Residents who employ university students have
complained that the youths know little of
furnace technique. So President Walter A.
Jessup has announced courses in anatomy
and digestion of the furnace, with practical demonstrations in the Kellogg dormitory
boiler room. (NSFA)-Los Angeles Junior
Collegian.
uPeter Arno's Favorites" is nosed out by
Taussig's "Principles of Economics" in the
race among best sellers in Harvard Square
bookshops according to a sur,•ey by the
Harvard Crimson, undergraduate daily
newspaper. (NSFA)-Oberlin Review.
Freshmen at Lynchburg College, Virginia, have chosen as their motto, "Green
things must grow." (NSFA)-Butler Collegian.

Why Don'tcha Oo Around tb' Comer l
lew Houses Tbett1"

Jb,orc's'"Somc Oandj
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What's Best On
· Your Radio
By EGJ

country.
Now, he thinks, the depressioa
~~~e:~:rth:;ll;:e:c:~;~n t!:~:hii:
time, of which they will have ple,ty in the next few years.
Tulane Hullabal0t,

New York-(IP)-In his annU&I
(1) WDBO, local, 680
report to the president, Dean Ho•.
(2) WABC, New York, 860
ard Lee McBain of the s<:hoo!, o!
(3) WHAS, Louisville, 8ZO
political science, pure science and
(4) WEAF, New York, 660
philosophies at Columbia Univer,;.
(6) WSM, Nashville, 650
ty, asserted that the universities of
l -_ _ _ _ _ _(:....
6:....)_w_J_Z:....,N_e_w_Y_or_k:....'7_6_o_ _ _ _ _ __ . I the world, while making pro
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15:
8:00 Whispering Jack Smith
and the Hummingbirds (2-3); 'Ken
Murray (4).
8:45 The Dictators (1).
9:00 Bing Crosby (1).
9:30 Rollins Program (1); Guy
Lombardo, with Burns and Allen
(2).
10:00-Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians (1).
10:30 Carveth Well•, explorer
(4).
11:00 Nino Martini, tenor (1).
11 :15 Anson Weeks (4).
11:30 Isham Jones (1).
12:00 Ben Bernie (6); Eddie
Duchin (2-3); Dream Singer (4).
12:15 Vincent Lopez (4).
12:30 Ben Pollack (2); Don Pedro (4); Mark Fisher (6).
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
,
16
8:00
Rudy Vallee (4); Four
Clubmen (1).
8:15 Whispering Jack Smith and
The Hummingbird~ (2-3).
9:00 Ruth Ettmg (l); Show
Boat (4).
9:15-Mills Brothers (2-3); The
Capth·ators (1).
9:30 Colonel Stoopnagle and
Budd, with dance music (1).
10:00 Oscar Straus' "The Waltz
Dream" (2); Lucky Strike, with the
Baron Munchausen (4-5).
10:30 The Boswell Sisters (1).
11:00 Three Keys (6).
11:15 Don Bestor (4).
11:80 Isham Jones (l); Jack
Denny (4).
12:00 Eddie Duchin. (2); Cab
Calloway (4); Sam Robbins (6).
12:30 Hotel Carter Orchestra
(4); Vincent Lopez (6); Leon Bel-

7:46 Trade and Mark (4).
8:00 Eddie Cantor (4-6).
8:15 Andre Kostelanetz presents (1).
9:00 Bath Club Revue (1).
9:30 American Album of Familiar Music (4-6).
10:00 Griflith's Hollywood (6);
Ernest Hutcheson, pianist (2).
10:15 Vincent Lopez (6).
10:30 The Pickens Sisters (4).
11:00 The Gauchos (1).
11:15 Walter Winchell (5); Donaid Novis (4).
11 :30 Jesse Crawford, organist
(6); Isham Jones (l); Melodic Se.
renade (4).
12:00 Joe Furst (4); Dance Nocturne (6); Ben Pollack (2).
12:30 Charlie Kerr (4); Seymour Simons (6); Jan Garber (2),
12:45 Hal Kemp (2).

asco (2).
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17:
8:30 The March of Time (2-3).
9:00 Lannie Hayton (1); First
Nighter (5-6).
9:30 Leo Reis man (4).
10:00 Al Jolson (4-5); Alice Joy
(6); Columbia Revue (1).
10:30 The Street Singer (1).
10:45 Harmonica Rascals (4).
11:00 Nino Martini, tenor (1);
Anson Weeks (4).
11:30 Ozzie Nelson (4); Orga1>.
(6); Abe Lyman (2).
12:00 Don Bestor (4); Cab CalJoway (6); Ben Pollack (2).
12:15 Hotel Carter Orchestra
(4).
12:30 Hollywood On The Air
(4); C!ydo McCoy (2); Joe Furst
(6).
12:45 Hal Kemp (2).

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21:
8:00 Sanderson and Crumit (4).
8:30 Wayne King (4).
9:00 Ben Bernie (4); Musical
Memories (6); Leonard Hayton
(1).
9:15 Threads of Happiness (1).
9:30 California Melodies (1);
Ed Wynn the Fire Chief (4-5).
10.00 Lucky Strike, dance and
drama (4-5; The Tune Detective
(6); Five Star Theater (2).
10:30 Il omay Bailey, songs (6).
11:00 Dennis and Reese (4); CoIumbia Symphony (1).
11:15 Ted Weems (4); Heart
songs (6).
11:30 Bustle and Crinoline (6);
Ozzie Nelson (4); Isham Jones (1).
12:00 Cab Calloway (5-6); Don
Bestor (4); Joe Haymes (2).
12:30 Sam Robbins (4); Harold
Stern (2); Dancing in Milwaukee
(6).
.

in the sphere of learning, havelai1ed to produce leadership and ha"
given little assistance in meetiftl
important economic and politia!
problems of the depression.
"It is manifestly cause for rtgret,'' he said, "that in the world',
present emergencies so little o!
light and lending has come out o!
the world's universities."
Davids011i1L

James W. Blake, author of "Sid•walks of New York,'' was wa!kini
aimlessly with his blind brother and
aged sister on t'1e very •idewalkt
he immortalized. As a Inst effort
to make some money he went to
the Herald-Tribune office and told
hi s story that the "Mam
O'Rourke" of the song-actually hid
taught him to waltz; and that ho
nd
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20:
::!/::~~ea: ne~t;~•:ing
8:00 Jack Smith, The Humming- Alfred E. Smith to whom "Sid,birds (2-3); Eskimo Revue (6).
walks of New York" is a themt8:30 Richard Crooks, tenor (4- song and battle-cry. Without (in5).
.
.
ishing the article, Smith began tak9:00 Minstrels (5-6); Gyps ies ing steps to assist the old man and
(4); Ruth Etting (1) .
his family.
9:15 The Mills Brothers (2).
Washington Stat,
9:30 Paul Whiteman (4-5); MelNorth West Vikinr.
ody Moments (6).
10:00 Contented Program (4-5):
While fire destroyed a ninety•
Columbia Revue (1); Sizzlers (6). year-old building at Bethany Col10:30 Alice Joy (6).
Jege recently, the students formed
11:00 Ted Weems (4); Colum- a circle to prevent the firemon
bin Symphony (1).
.
from saving the structure singinr
11:30 WGY 11th Anmversary all the while, "Keep the Home Firt.1
Program (6); Jack Denny (4); Burning." At this point, the firtGuy Lombards (1).
men turned the hose on the offend12:00 Freddie Martin (6); An- ing students who in turn shut o(f
son Weeks (4); Abe Lyman (2).
the water supply permitting th•
12:30
Frankie Masters (6); ancienf building 'to burn to the
J\larkFisher (4); Leon Balasco (2). ground!

~

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18:
8:00 The Captivators (1).
8:30 Gypsy Ensemble (2).
9 :00 Blue Danube Waltz ProSeashore Visitors Are Puzzled
gram (4); Bing Crosby (1).
Newport, Ore. (U.P.)-Not that
9:15 The Boswell Sisters (1).
they care much, but seashore vis9:30 George Olsen ( 4 ); Organ 1tors at Newport are wondering
(G).
where those 25 barrels of crude oil
10:00 Lucky Strike, guest art- and gasoline came from that the
ists (4-6).
ocean waves washed up on the
11 :00 The Buccaneers (6); Guy beach here.
Lombardo (1).
______
11:30 Harold Stern (1); Paul
Whiteman (4).
Record Made, Man Believes
12:00 Waldorf-Astoria Supper
Stevens Point, Wis. (U.P.)Club (6); Ted Weems (4); Joe Henry Densch, 25, of Linwood, beHaymes (2).
lieves he established a record of
12:30 Vincent Lopez (4); Mark some sort when he skated down
Fisher (6); Ted Fiorito (2) •
an icy road to Stevens Point from
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19:
his home, seven miles away, in half
7:30 James !11elton, (4).
an hour.

West Virginia Athenaeum.
(CNS)-Math student. at C~rnegie Tech this week were telhng
this one to prove that science is unbeatable:
A fellow student, who is also 1
radio amateur was having difficul•
ty with a calculUB problem. He,
therefore, sent out an appeal '"'
the ether and in practically no time
got a correct solution via short
waves and the dot-and-dash sY,·
tern. It seems that a University of
Texas student in Austin also~..,
operating his amateur radio transmitter that night.
Grinnell Scarlet and Black.
At the University of Gies~~
Germany, the professor comes Ill
a lecture-room crowded with impl·
tient s tudents. No one interru~tJ
the lecture; when the students di;;.
agree they shuffle their feet.
they agreed there is great applause,
Lehigh Brown and White.
In pourmg ~my history, I
fmd that beer dates back as far
as 5000 to 6000 B. C. It originated
in ancient Babylon and was drunk
quite extensively, even by laborer!
and by women in the harem. La·
ter, in Egypt, it was used with th•
addition of spices for medicine-quite "foxy" these Egyptians.
Washington State Normal,
North West Vikinf•

Boston (U.P.)- - A collection </.
dolls at least 1,'.lOO years old is 0•
exhibition a~e Boston Museum of
Fine Artsi

I
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ROLLINS

IUSQ(IAL 1-11 C1-1 LI Cl-ITS•MRS, OGDEN REID
TO VISIT ROLLINS

I

FRENCH STUDENT I The Rollins Press
Members Su ay CLUB CONVENES
KAPPAS SPONSOR ,,;.;~;"N:::,,:•~:;:.•~,.::• ~::~:
MMUog
LUCY LITTLE
lEA-OANCEfEB,25

Old F!ihe~-*1!eAV!~st havel;::1!~:m~ s~i;,~!~h~:ct~!et:: t;~:
smiled benevolently as he swung "Sex Life of the Oyster" by an
his trusty scythe and chpped off eminent local scientist; the part1c1Her ald-Tribune Vice-pr eside n t another year for Rolhns College. pat.on of Peter Stoner in the eveTo Attend Founders' Week Forty-eight years_! That's no so rung's gleeing; the unexpected solo
long as progress 1s reckoned, as a !work of "Kid" Roberts in the midst
Mrs. Ogden Reid, expected as a rule, but it m~~t have meant long of one of the numbers; and a secontributor to the Animated Maga. years of sacrifice and struggling vere reprimand deli-,ered to two
zine, is vice president of the New for those me~ and women who have prominent members of the Chi
York Herald-Trbune Co. Recently watched Rolhns grow from a little Omega Fraternity by their hostess,
while addressing the Woman's In- one-roomed institution which flour. who refused to let them stay out
tercollegiate News Association at ished above the local pool parlor, later than 10 o'clock because "she
Barnard College, Mrs. Reid showed to the "Best Little College in didn't run that kind of a house."
her loyalty to her sex and profes- America." Which all may sound Tsk, Tsk, Is Nothing Sacred Anysion.
rather sentimental and gushy to more?
_
She particularly pointed out the the so-called "sophisticated smart
And just as the first faint
fact that the journalistic field is set" who drape themselves care- steps of prosperity were beginning
now open to women more than it fully about the campus with a to be heard coming around the corh•• ever been, and offers opportun- bored and languid air and murmur ner, comes another crushing blow
ities to women of any talents. Mrs. "Nerts" in a devasting manner to to the American Textile industry,
every suggestion that does not as Prof. Alan P. Tory, prominent
smack of sufficient worldliness, but psychology and philosoph,y teacher,
what's the best football team in the delivered the crushing statement
South, and where's the moonlight that "he wouldn't even be found
more effective than over the edge dead in a suit of American-made
of Lake Virginia? Scoffers, please clothes." Just one of his pet innote the reaction!
hibitions, he claims, but we'd rath.
Rollins really doesn't have much er have a bull pup. They're really
of that cinemic "Rah-Rah" spirit much more companiable.
(Allah be praised) and only a few
Wonder how many people listen
erstwhile youths of the Joe College in to the Rol!ins Radio Hour on
type, but there · is one thing we Wecl;nesday night? Some 1.1pper
seem to have slipped up in. How 'classman told me the other day
many students know the words to he didn't know there was a Rolthe "Rollins Rouser?" How many lins hour. It's a pret~y good o~e,
students can even so much as hum too, the programs gettmg more i~the opening measures of the "Alma te:estmg e~ery week. What it
Mater?" Don't everybody speak at s~,ll needs "' a good, snap_py muonce! Where are the songs which s1cal section, done by Rollms stuwere chosen at the song contest dents. The programs still have a
last year and for which cash prizes tendanoy t~ be somewhat stiff and
were given? Why weren:t they formal, which ~eems to be a ho~learned at Rat Court this year? doo for any radio work, a nd th eres
The anthem "Fiat Lux" written by plenty of talent on campus to elimi,
D
Professor Clark and set to music nate that fault. Just let Dick
1
r/12>'. OGDDI M i l.IS R £I
by Organist Siewert, is easily one Washington tickle those ivories
.
k of the most beautiful of college some evening, or have Johnny Hall
:•1dth:r~~!h~:~ne~e::::i:: p~si;::s songs, while the football songs are and "Midge" Jaeger co-operate in
i~\ournalism instead of being con- as catchy and as tuneful as any in an accordian duet and notice the
tented with assisting others.
the country. The school song is results. _ _ _ _ __
It is her advice for a young wo- t he trade mark of the college. How
man to start work on a small but ~bou_t the S~udent Association lookprogressive paper, thus having mg into this.
.,
I
U
the opportunity to become familiar
Unfortunately (for the Pi Phis
with all phases of the work an d budget) we didn't get a chance t_o
IS C
gaining a better background.
drop in and see Henry the Magi.. ,~
In the various departments of an at work la~t week, and we ve
rrl
,
the New York Herald-Tribume 252 been sort of miserable abo_ut 1t all
women are employed, one-sixth of wee_k-end. N~t that we're_ interestAlpha Omega of Phi Mu was at
the total n umber of employees. ed in sand pictures or in seeing· ho me on Friday evening, February
This percentage is a little higher some ru~ged fe1:1ales separated 10, to fifty guests who were invi'."
than that of any other paper in from v~r10us port10ns of her ana- ed to meet Mrs. Frances MacNe1l
tomy with a steel s_aw, .?ut anyone Newman, district president of Phi
New York.
Mrs. Reid summed up her talk by who can pull the Pt Ph,~ out of a Mu, who was a visitor at the Phi
saying that newspaper work is hol:, must b_e a good mag1c1a~. And Mu house last week.
splendid training for many other while speaking of t~at sor?r1ty (or
The chapter hou~e was decorated
occupations, and that in itself it is fraternity.. We _still cant figure in the fraternity colors of rose a nd
"the most interestin g work in the out t hat d1stmct1on) we want to white carried out by baskets of
world because it reaches t he pulse no minate Becky Coleman as the gladiolas and roses. Louise Weeden
of the whole world ."
_best-_natured g_irl in scho~l. Won- and Jane Marshall received the
der 1f she smiles a nd crinkles u p guests.
'her e yes that way in her sleep?
1
th::~i!:l:is,f;;:e t::ri::~ ~::s:~
apparentl,y we~t through the _col1ege f iles, looking for some br,ght
lad with f~urteen_ letters in hi_s

I

Ph, M £ t t ,
n er azns
D• tri' t presl'den t
'day February 10

--

__
Fratern ity to Give Ben efit at

Alabama Hotef
Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity
is sponsoring a Tea-Dance-Bridge
benefit on Saturday, Feb. 26th,
from 3 until 6 o'clock at the Alabama Hotel. The orchestra furnishing music for the affair will be
an out-of-town band.
The lobl>y of the hotel and also
the tile terrace overlooking Lake
Maitland will be converted into a
dance floor. Card tables will be
set up on the terrace and in one
corner of the lobby for those desiring to play bridge. Punch and
cakes will be served for refreshments throughout the afternoon.
Tickets may be purchased from
any of the active members of the
fraternity or may be bought at the
door for the nominal sum of forty
cents per person or seventy-five
cents per couple.
-----

"Henry," the magician, pu~ on
h
t th W t
0 bl
The musica l fashion tea, spon- next yea,·. An_d, lo and behold, our ;a;;:m ::i;a; ~o:l a:dito~u':
sored by Kappa Kappa Gamma fellow columrust, D.-.e w ______ __ n,
gr
.
0

;ht~;s ~~::::: t~s~:C~::i:~

The College Florist
~~~::::::::::::::::::======-::.-::.-=::
Service Call
f
rans er
Phone 200

c·t

·--=====;.======~=;.;.;.~:::
Frances Slater

Johnson's Barber
Shop

Valentine Party Held
328 E. Park Ave.
Gamma Phi Sorority
For Gamma Phi Beta I:,,,-=- =_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_
Initiates Three New
Annual Greek Letter
d
DOG L OS T
•
•
Members on San ay Mrs. M. L. Fisher, patroness of Wi r e haired
fox ter rier, black
Dance Will be Given
Gamma Phi Beta, entertained mem- and white, wit h brow n face,
wearing har ness when lost. An•
d £ ,
. bers of the chapter with a valen- swers
Mike. Return to Kappa
OnSatur ay venzng Be~:p::idM:nc~~~::;i:: ;::;i;: tine bridge party Saturday after- Kappato Gamma
Sorority. Re-

!~:~

__
Sunda morning. Those initiated noon at her home on New England ward. Phone 237-W.
The annual Greek Letter Dance, were: y Jane Helm, Minneapolis, avenue. Ice cream'. molded m the 11,,,
- =- =- =~
- =- =- =- =- =- =- =- =- ,..,,
---=- =- =- =- =given l>y the fraternities and soror- Minn.; Peggy Warner, St. Paul, shape of hearts, with cakes were 1. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
itie• for the students and faculty Minn., and Eloisa Williams, Alcler, served.
.
of the college will be held at the Mont. After initiation Miss PeschPete Wood, Sara L~ce, Louise
Orlando Country Club, Saturday man served breakfast at the chap- Jenkins, and Deborah W1lhams won
evening, February the 18th from 8 ter house.
prizes.
Tourist
until 12. The committee in charge
.
-----Accommodations
of the dance is composed of Pan
Members were . presented w,th
Advertise in the Sandspur
and Meals
Hellenic and Interfraternity Coun- corsages from their soror,ty mo!hFor Results
cil delegates: Bob Fuchs, Wally ers. Tables ~ere decor~ted with
Childs
Rip Parsons,
Katrina bouquets of pmk carnations, the I=====-====="" . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
Knowiton, Betty Currier and Jean sorority/lo~r, and ro:s. ~ues_~s
Fullington. As the dance is being
t!:1t r~is:s~l7e';;"v ::~ e::~given on Alumni day when ret~rn- and alun:nae
·
P
'
New Gage and K utz Hats
ing Alumni are to be e ntertained
·
by the college and by th:ir respec- _ _ _ _ _ _ - - · _ _
tive fraternity and sorority groups, 1. . - - - - - - - - - - - - , 11
Down Town
a large attendance is expected at For Econom y a nd Convenience !!~:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;~ :
1
the dance.
Our 5 and 10 Counter
11
An_ e~cellent orchestra and a n enToilet Goods a nd Necessities
242 E . Parlo Ave.
tertaining progra m have _been a rF r esh Popcorn
ranged !or by the committee and
French Fried
the dance is expected to be one of
I NC.
GEO. M. FERREE
the feature all-college events of the :....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Every kernel has the fla vor
year.
popped in.
Roasted Pea nuts
P hysician Active a t 91
Dra in and Refill
Holly, Mich. (UP)-Although 91,
with
Dr. W. H. Felshaw, a physician for
Pan-Am l OOJfl ; traffin base
64 years, is still practicing. He
F or Service--Phone 16
gave u p a ctive practice several
years ago, but his old patients refused to consult other physicians. I ~ - - - - - - - - - - ' I
They call at his home fo r t reatment.
Free Delive ry

Self House

~:;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;~~=~~=-=-=-.,,- ;;=-,:

!;:

Six Point Service
Station

Blacksmith Attracted Crowd
Fond Du Lac, Wis. (UP)-The
sight of a blacksmith shoeing a
horse on the street here attracted
a large crowd recently. Slippery
streets caused a milk wagon steed
to fall. The animal was unable to
regain its feet until after it had
been shod while lying on its side.

11 1

Toasted

~::r::ci::t

% D I S C O U N T 11 ;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;:;;:;:;:::::;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;:
CASH AND CARRY 11~ - - - - - - - - - , II
Dry Cleaning and Laundry

20

Consult Us About Prices

Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.

~II kinds

33! E. Park Ave.,

Compliments

Winter Park

Midway between Orlando ani
Winter Park

L-===================~ 1r ----------1 11
11

United Markets
B tlford W. Horne, Mgr.

5C:

The Student's Store

1

Four Piece
"Floridian"
Sports Suits

:-----------i

The Harper Method
Shop

YOUR BATTERY

$25

Mariam's Beauty
Shop

1,----------,

IT'S THE HEART
OF YOUR CAR

Operated by

\Ve service all cars.

Scott and Galloway
Expert Watch Re pairing of
Swi~ and American Watches
Cryst als F itt ed
Eye Glasses Repaired

Complete Greasing

Grover Morgan

Seiberling Tires

In Bennett Electric Shop

UNITED MOTORS
ELECTRICAL SERVICE

CITY STORAGE
GARAGE
Winter Park

Phone 74

Bridge Prizes
Jig-saw Puzzles
Innumerable Unique Oddities

The Brownie House

Silver Gray,
light tans,
and block
wea,res in
dark blue
and
l
Chocolate
brown . . . .

300 N. Orange Avenue at
Orwin llfanor

A SMART
PERMANENT
French Perfume Oil
Wave
and
Oil of Castor Wave
$5, $6 and $7.50
at

"A Rcfrcshin'!ly Different Gift
Shop"

Yowell-Drew Co.
ORLANDO

HELEN PURDUE
is now showing new, s mart
Cotton Dresses for college girls.
Also soft Sport Hats in all
colors.

BEAUTY SECTION
--===========;-r----------

time!
Elmor Shakarian was granted a ~~~ ;.;~~~ j.~,!1idtsHa~.i'"W1;:~ = = = = = = = = = =
A rather large yet somehow un- divorce here when she complained
Old Prints _ Laces
,usually unappreciative (a good six- that, while she was asleep, her
ty-five cent word, that) audience husband clipped off her hair.
~:;;:;:;;:;;;;;;;:;::;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;;::;1 1
suffered through fifteen or twenty
minutes of dashing sailor chanties I
11
and light folk-songs rendered by
246 E. Park Ave.
the Rollins Glee Club over in St.
Phone 311-R
Petersburg last Friday night, and
then settled down to enjoy the finfurnishes current
ished work of the faculty string
quartet for the remainder of the
Pleated and
for
Pinch Back
l\Iodels . . .
11 Lights, Ignition, Starter,
You'll enjoy life more i! you
If you are SCOTCH like
look your best.
me, go where you can get
Horn and Ele ctrical
Inverted
346 E. Pa rk An.
Phone 113
the most novel gifts at the
Pleat and
Accessories
Bellows
best prices.
Dack
l\1odels.

Frequent a t t ent ion is
sai\y-let us inspect it.

Quaker State

ELECTRIC

Women's Exchange

The College Garage

Texas Gas and Oils

BENNETT

R. F, Leedy Co.

The Winter Park
Pharmacy

==========

~~:

members of the alumnae association.
Th• committee in charge_were cochairmen Miss Margaret Kelley and
Mrs. Harry Kelley; tea, Mrs. Davis Fishback and Miss Charlotte
Steinhams; tickets, Helen Biem;
posters, Rose Mary Buml>y; music,
lliss Georgiana Hill, aTid models,
Mrs. Grafton Charles.

$1.95 to $5.50

The Undersellers,

just fitted the bill, which discovery las;h:h:::~a:h:i!::· of P i Beta Phi , - - - - - - - - - - - - : 11 ~
1
naturally started a few empty
p
heads wagging _ and a fe_w idle s~::::~:\:• t~•rf:r:a;::;.a;:t:l~~
tongues ra~her r,Je? up at this mis- ~ent school in G~tlinburg, Tenn.
105 New E ngJa nd
interpretat10n of his prophecy, tho,
Home Cooked Foods - Candies
t
0
!:~:;~ean:: w:~:ce:!.;:;z:t:~~ :era~;::::;~; ~~:_• ~::ent:
Odd Divorce Suit Won
Order~~:: :~t;o~~::s and
conclusion of the afternoon by files, my lad, and better luck next
Cambridge, Mass. (UP)-Mrs.
picnics
I IL - - - - - - - - - -

Alumn_ae. Association, :was held at
the Virg1ma Inn Saturday afternoon. .
.
Music was played by a tr10 composed of Eleanor Morse, Bruna

1, - - - - - - - - - - - - - :

~::et~::eR;:~es~a;:;~;Y:1;:~:':.
Held at Alp ha Phi House
Mary Palmer, Louise Smith, FranFrench Club entertained nineteen
ces Southgate, Jane Thayer, Vir- of its members at the Alpha Ph,
ginia Tilden, Eleanor White and house Wednesday evening ,Feb. 8,
Mary Ehzabeth White on Sunday, at 7:30. A variety of French games 1
February 12.
were played with Madame Grand 1 . - - - - lf- Y
_ o_u-,-;v-an_t_ _ __
The banquet, which followed, was presiding. Victoria Peirce read a
held at Charleens. Baskets of sweet poem. After refreshments of
peas and corsages of red roses and orange juice and brownies, Pres1- Th
T
C
delphinium decorated the U shaped dent Sally Brown conducted the
e I Y
0,
table which seated forty guests. business meeting.
Speeches of welcome by the new
Hughes Mellen, treasurer, asked
members were given by Martha that all members pay him dues of
Davenport, president; Jean Myers, 25 cents per person within the next 1, - - - - - - - - - - - ,
pl~dge supervisor, and Mrs. Guy week. The club desires memberCofado, speaking for the alumnae. ship in the national organization in
Last year Lucille LeRoy present- New York City.
Gowns - Wra p s
ed the most outstanding pledge
The next meeting on Wednesday,
S port C lothes
with a recognition pin which she Feb. 22, at 7:30 P. M. will be an
will give each year for five ,y ears important one. Plans are to be
San J uan Hotel Bldg. - Orlando
and which is to be presented by the discussed for the French play and 1~- =~":"----....,-=- =-:---=- =_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_
winner of the preceeding year at program that Madame Grand is
the initiation banquet. This year sponsoring. Hughes Mellen on In- 1~ - - - - - - - - - - ,
the award was presented to Anne I terlachen avenue, is host.
Jones by Martha Davenport.

i.----------Entertainment by
Steve's Bar-B-Q
Henry Thursday
Aways Warm Inside

~:::t

Printers and Stationers

Soci'1 aod •~'"' "

__

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Musical Fashion Tea
Held at Inn Feb. 11

Pi1!;::ti:!ir~:~;wnd

I

ROLLJNSANJA

SEVEN

SANDSPUR

Eda's Beauty
Shop
Phone 66

PATRONIZE
BEAUTY SHOPS
THAT ADVERTISE
Andre's Beauty Salon
Permanent
Waves
5 and $7
Shampoo, Fin-

'_;J

H~~~ura~~nicure, Arch.

Each ___ .. 50c
220 S. Main, Orlando Phone 3479

THE

EIGHT

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

INTRAMURAL SINGLES TOURNAMENT REACHES FINALS
SPORT MIXTURES
CARL SWEET WILL
PLAY EASTWOOD IN Dueling sword requires keenest judgement of the
fencing sword•; Italian &tyle of duelingFINALS OF TOURNEY threesword
fencing predominates at present.
By PROF. RONEY

Amateur Stars Play
Exhibition Matches
Here Last Saturday
Lott, Grant, Varner and Cov-

ington, all of whom were playing
th
lin e Cent"l"al Florida Tennis Tourfails to make a point. Since two na~ent in Orlando,
came .over to
nd
points constitute a bout both are W'.nter P~r~. a
engaged ,n some
th
tch
careful to avoid danger of a "bind," bnef exhibition ma es on
e
rd
as this attack is called. The "en- Mayflower courts laS t Satu ay.

Chet Eastwood's victory over Carrol Cooney in semi- I'-----------------------'
finals makes X Club team favored to win
The duel!ing-sword, sometimes
.

Singles Championship
====== = = = =

R lf G If; Ti
erS
Play Uinr"versr"ty of
Florida At Alom

~alled by ,ts French name the
'epee," has a blade with three
edges, so t?at the cross-section of

Chet Eastwood's victory over
the blade 1s .~o?'ewha~ the s?ape velopment" is a double. bind, or a
Carroll Cooney has changed the
O lnS
O
O
of the letter Y '. It 1s the !meal downward sweep. This requires
whole complexion of the Intra-mudescendant of the sword of d'A~ai:- great strength of wrist, speed and
ral singles tournament. The Roinan, a~d the manner of using ,t 1s control. .
!ins Hall team had been virtually
a modified form of the old French
The bmd and the envelopment
certain that the championship was
-sword-play.
are the showy attacks with the
within their grasp. Three of their
The duelling-sword, like the foil, duellmg - sw·o rd ' performed only
men were in the semi-finals. HowThe Rollins golf team will play is a weapon for thrusting only, so when the right arm, knee or toe
ever, if Eastwood defeats Sweet in host to the team from the Univer- that a touch or cut with the edge cannot be reached. The capable
the finals, and all incl,ications are sity of Florida here Saturday at of the blade counts for nothing. fe~cer always bas th ese targets m
in his favor, the X Club team wins the Aloma Countcy Club. The tee To the end of the blade is attach- mm d , so th at many of t?e attacks
the championship by two and one- off is scheduled for two-thirty. The ed a small disc with three sharp a_re made upon th ese points. Roihalf points.
University of Florida always has prongs, in order that the point on !ms bas. several men who are. exCooney started his match with a good team, and the Tars will have touching the target may take hold cellent m th e use of th ~ duelhngEastwood by winning the first set, a hard time keeping their slate and not slip off, as it does in the swo rd as well as th e foil a nd th e
6-3. Eastwood's placement tactics clean.
case of the foil. Too, the tip of sabre. .
.
seemed to have tired him. At any
The team that will face the Ga- the sword is chalked, and when a t· Fencmg is one of ~he mos~ benerate, he was no match for East- tors bas not as yet been selected, "touch" is made a chalk mark is ,c,al as well as 1?tereSling of
woods deadly half court game in but will be composed from four of left to show the point touched.
sports. Physical.ly it makes for
the nel't set, and dropped it, 6-1. the first five of the ladder. Ike
Of the three fencing swords the erect carriage, poise, balance, tough
Eastwood still stroking skillful1y, Merrill, Bog Enck, Thomas John- duelling sword requires the keenest but. not heavy muscles.' an~ a
ran out the third set and the match, son, Dexter Ward, and Clif Turner judgment of distance the great- sprmgy step. The benefit derived
3-6, 6-1, 6-4.
are competing for the places on est accuracy and the rr:ost profound from th e "'.0nd erful development of
By virtue of a well earned win the team. Rollins thus far this deception. One reason for this is th e abdommal muscles 1.s obvwus,
over his teammate, Dick Camp, year has defeated Stetson ih two that the whole body of the fencer a nd du.e to th ~ fact th at ,t does ~ot
Carl Sweet, of Rollins Hall, ad- matches, and somo good golf is ex- is the target including the glove re q u I re violence or excessive
vanced to the final round. Camp pected in their match with Florida. the shoe and ~ven the mask. Again: · st r·eng th i_nan,y men of sixty are
put up a hard fight in the first set. I=========== I since the position of the body in enJoying it as .well as does the
At one point, when the score was Rho Gamma and Stoddard and Car- fencing requires that the right youn:er g~nerat,on. T.wo men .can
7-6 in his favor ho was within one mody, of Theta Kappa Nu. Nosed knee and right arm be advanced spen a peasant evening f~ncmg,
point of taking the set. Sweet ral- out in the first set 5-7, Stoddard ano before the body it is evident that a nd one alone can, by lunging at
lied in time to win the game. He Carm?dy weakened .perceptibly in these two targets are closer to the :r:::;~~~= ;!:::::ii!~te::~e~ ei7won the set, 9-7. The last set saw the second a?d lost 1t also, 6-3.
opponent than are any parts of the playing an interestin
ame. h e
Camp sno)Ved under a storm of tenAthletic Director Jack McDowall target of the sabre fencer or the
g g
nis balls. After taking three games, wants it understood that all first foil artist.
he bowed, 6-3.
and second round matches are to
The Italian style of duellingT
The Doubles Tournament
be played off this week under pea- sword fencing, which at present
J
,r l
Progress!ng slowly is the Intr~- alty of forfeiture.
seems to be supreme, requires the
u
mural. :"nnis tournament. Only.six
-----right arm, holding the sword, to
Sn6wfalls Revived Dog! Teams I be held stiff and straight from tha
punct1hous teai_ns have found time
to play off their matches so far.
-shoulder, parallel with the floor.
Ashland,
Ore. (U.P.)-Heavy The opponents face each other with
. -- .
Howden and Rogers, of Kappa
Alpha, met Chalmers and Mostel- snows in the high cascades east of swords parallel. Their problem is
The fencm~ team "'.'JI meet. the
!er of Chase. They won in straight here have brought out a new meth- to get an opportunity to cross team from Citadel Umvers1ty m a
sets, 6-3, 6-3. Too stro11g for od of transportation for Southern swords at any angle. The man who r~turn. mate h here th is Satu rd ay
Gowdy and Washburn, of Kappa Oregon. Teams of dogs hitched to succeeds in feinting his opponent mgbt m Recreation Hall. The CitAlpha, were Miller and Enck, X sleds are being used by several set- into a position where the former ~!el ~encer~ were defeat~d by th e
Club, 6-1, 6-3, was the score. More tiers in the Dead Indian section to can suddenly cross swords and
rs m th eir Northern trip, but by
strenuous was the match between haul provisions to their secluded lunge while making a lightning di- a very close sco:e• and P_rof. Roney,
Tourtellotte and Holden, of Delta mountain homes.
agonal sweep of his sword seldom the Tar coach, IS ex~ectJ?g a hotly
==========='==========~==========• !contested match this time. The
!matches. are scheduled to start at
lr
seven-thirty.

a

fie

•

111"[1

nctng eam
Meet Cr"tadel r
ne e
Saturday Evening

I

r==========================~=~;;;;;;;;~

Editor Hikes for Health
.
- ._
Fennimore, w18• (U.P.)-Editor
Henry Roethe, of the Fennimore
1:itnes, ?uilds up. his health and the
c1rculation of bis weekly by constant trips on foot to all parts of
northern Grant county. He knows
ever~ sto_re, ho~•• school and per·son '.n his . territory as the result
of bis habit of spending several
days a "'.'eek trai_nping. abo~t the
count~s1de. Dunng his trips. he
offers mstruct1ons and suggestions
t~ the 50 co.unt~y correspondents
'111s paper mamtams.

February Money-Savers
Corne in at once. Do not miss these unusual opportunities
1. Firestone Nu-Finish Wash and Polish.
2. Dress Top with Firestone High-Test
Top Dressing.
3. 100 % Firestone Specialized Lubrication.
4. Vacuum Clean Inside of Car.
5. Check Battery and Tires.

1. Firestone 100% Specialized Lubrica-

tion.
2. Dress Top with Firestone High-Test
Top Dressing.
3. Firestone Nu-Finish Wash and Polish.
4. Check and Refill Shock Absorbers.
5. Vacuum Crean Upholstery.
6. Check Tires and Battery.
A $6.00 Value

A $5.00 Value

$3,95

$3.95 for one
week--all cars

$2.95 for one

l;"-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~_~...:_-_~_~~-~-~_.,._~_:-_-...,
Il

Bargains in Used Cars for
Next Two Weeks

FRED M. FLOYD

week-all cars

335 Park An.

1. Wash Car.

Ripon, Wis. (UP)-Theft of 400
pounds of frogs from the Hoffman
frog farm, near here, was charged
against Watson Leary, Oshkosh
barber, held for trial after he denied taking the frogs, but admitted acting as salesman when they
were sold for $118.

A $2.25 Value
95c

$1.95

week--all cars

IS HERE

5. Clean Out Car.

5. Check Brakes.
A $3.00 Value

SWIM TIME

4. Check Brakes.

4. Check Tires and Battery.

$1.95 for one

llllilllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnflllmjllllllllllllllllillllllllluflllllufmjmml!llillllllluflllllllllufufllllnlmjlHUjmumnlmmjjllllillljjlnumn

3. Check Tires.

for

95c

one

week-all cars

And so is our new spring stock
of suits and shorts.
Ask to see the "TOPPER"the shirt zips off. Smart!!

SPECIAL
:/fiff;LUGS ·······-

3 for $1.00

I

SPECIAL
!!~~!rxo1!t;~!~~···············

$3.95

Complete Line of Fi.1-estone Motoring Necessities.

By ANNE JEAN PENDEXTER
th
Maybe e majority of you aren't
!=~~a:0
in ::: va::~:os~!;;:.
Perhaps a series of articles about
the various stars would help .you
critics decided just where some of

;~:,i,

::7ns :h:~ Mr:~;::d
t::y

2. Check Battery.

2. Firestone 100% Specialized Lubrication.
3. Polish Glasses and Nickel.

IN
ATHLETICS

. Th~ smaU gallery was f~rtunate your own white-haired contestants
m °'."1tnessmg Geor~e Lotts ga~e stand and also give the great army
at its best.. ~tt IS very erratic. of amateurs something to aim at.
At times bnlliant, h.e bas. shown. a Next week, I'll try to show you how
tendency to go to pieces m crucial Glenna Collett Var achieved the
matches. Bu.t Satu_rday afternoon almost-perfect gorlng form she
be s~cceeded m mak~ng Varner look now possesses and what sort of
nd
foohsh a
Grant hke an meffect- training and practice rules she folual toy bulldog.
lows. If I can gather together
Varner, tbe ~rl_a~do giantkil!er, some anectdotes about some o! the
opene.d th e exhibition by playmg matches she's played in, I'll inLott m a one-set encounter. Lott's elude them and there will also be
booming service and high-bounding an up-to-date record of the chamdrives were too much for Varn- pionships she has won and holds
er. Varner's weak returns were currently. The last-named list may
ei ther killed off at th e net or help show what tournaments are
~laced with tantalizing accuracy•, the best to enter for experience and
t
JUS out of racquets reach. The set competition. If there are any worne nd ed, 6-0, Lott.
en athletes whose records and life
Little Bryan Grant next opposed you are particularly interested in
the doughty Lott. Grant scamp- bearing about, let the sports editor
ered back and forth across the know and I'll be glad to get as
baseline, now and then emitting ex- much material as possible for an
clamations of disgust as a ball went article. Right now, the list inout or plunked into the net. His eludes the late Sybil Bauer, one of
remarkable tenacity enabled him to the first great women swimmers·
take three games, which were not Mildred "Babe" Didrikson, present'.
enough. Lott took six, and won, day all-around sports marvel; Bet6-3.
ty Robinson, track star whose reThe final match, a doubles af- covery bas been phenomenal; Helen
fair with Covington and Lott across Wills Moody and Helen Jacobs acthe net from Varner and Grant kno"'.ledged to .be the be~t and first
proved ~o be humorous as well as ranking American tennis playe:s•
mterestmg.
and also articles on horse-back r1dVarner showed up much better ing, sailing, crew and any other
in this match. Although obviously sport which individual readers
outclassed by the other players, he would like to hear about.
n_iore .than held up his end. At one
Speaking of Glenna Collett Vare,
time ,t appeared that he would be she's been national champion five
The only player left 0~ the co~rt. times and in a tournament last OcHe made some beautiful pass mg tober held at the Huntington Valshots. H~wever, some three. of his ley course in Philadelpqia, she shot
ret~rns did ~ot pass, but mstead a 69 with a card which included
mfhcted bruises on the backs of her first hole-in-one and a total
th
bo
of his opponents. The game which was one stroke under men's
th en evolved into seeing who be• t par and two strokes above the
could "take it."
. course record. But, don't let the
:1-"tt m wild attempts at retah- idea of a 69 for eighteen holes keep
a~10n,. slammed three balls in the you from trying to shoot lower than
direct10? of Varner. All three that on nine at Alomal
landed m the net. Varner laughed.
Th U S La
.
.
Covi~gton, cowed, r~tired to the tion :anked. Rel: J:::~~• t!i:so::;
basehne~; V~rner triumphant, re,: in a list which omitted Helen ;ills
marked Cant you take ,t, boys? Moody entirely for lack of suffiWhen Lott and Covington re- . t d t
H
h
gained their composure they d_ist :a
re-t
covered that the score was five
th . th 1 t f Y s t loS
nd
games all. Whereupon Covington : m~ ct m H ~ a; obur years a
offered to wager a dollar on the
e~ae: ~eenn ::t:h:~~ry ~':::,,"
outco.me of the next two games. make out your own rankin '
Nothmg d~unted, Grant. and Var- maybe you think that Mrs.\food'
ner took him up a~ fifty cents is "above that sort of thing."
Y
apiec';. Lott and ?ovmgton drop~ed
Ma,ybe the records didn't fall Jast
the first two po1n!•• then pulhng month at a swimming meet held in
even went o~ to ~n the n~xt two Miami!
Diminuitive Katherine
games. Covmgton s credit went Rawls of Fort Lauderdale annexed
up.
______
four of them: 300 yd. medley, 300 ,
400 and 440 breast-stroke. Which
Bart,er Is Charged With Theft made her holder of four new national records. Lenore Kight from

';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~,:;:..:;:.,:::~=~~"'-"'-"'-=
1. Wash Car.

WOMEN

R. C. BAKER, INC.

f:~t

0:

Pennsylvania tacked two new records in the 400 yd. and 500 metre
free-style after her name, while
sturdy Margaret Hoffman from
Scranton broke the existing records
in the 200 yd., 220 yd. and 200 metre breast-stroke events. If the
climate has anything to do with it,
1
1
::::p:::: :e: i: ::n:!.:otential

VOLLEY BALL
SEASON OPENS
NEXT fRIDAl
.

Courts . ow. Bemg Set P On
Carnegie Field; Teams lust
Turn in Names by Saturday
By !If. J. DAVIS
With the early part of next weelr.
marking the finish of two import.
ant Intra-mural tournaments, basketball and tennis, plans are already underway for the beginning
of the volley ball season. The vol.
ley ball courts on Carnegie field are
now being set up, and a tentative
schedule already worked out.
The tournament will start either
next Wednesday or Friday, and it
is necessary for names of all play_
ers to be turned in before Saturday,
February 18, so that the schedule
may be posted by the 20th. Th•
volley ball teams are composed of
six men, making it possible for all
organizations to put a good team
on the court. Team entrance will
entitle each organization to on,
hundred points and each game woo
will count five. First place will
give the winning team one hun•
dred points extra, while second
place offers fifty points. Forfeitures cost the forfeiting team ten
points, as in other sports.
Last year's league cham~io~ship
was won by t?e Kappa Pb1 Sigma
Fraternity, with the X Club run•
ners up. The Kappa Phi Sigma's
who have been unable to get up
into the scoring column so far this
yea:· will now have a good opportu~1ty to recoup a few precious
pomts towards the Intra-mural trophy. However, this year's competition will be far stiffer than last
year ,and the tournament should
be a fierce battle between quite
evenly divided teams.
Games will be played, Mondays
Wednesdays
and Frida,ys, possibl;
t rd
Sa u ays, also, if needed. Practice periods may be arran11ed
through Coach McDowalls office.
A list of all possible players must
be turned in, as, once the tournament is under way, no man whose
n~me does not appear on the li•l
will be eligible to play
·

Book p
S

d
rove
To Be useful

. --

A sho.rt time ago Bill Miller was
att.emp~1~g to demo.nstrate his athlet1c ab1hty by tossmg his car key•
over the telephone wires, which
grace the front of Carnegie. So
attracted were the keys to the
m.oss,.,they stayed up there. The
P1 Phi s and the X Club were help•
ful on-lookers, but hysteria so overwhelmed the . "afte~ _ luncheon"
group, it was '.mposs1ble for them
to supply any ideas as to how the
keys coul~ be removed.
The ep1sod.e ended ~Y George
G:?son donatmg a che~ist'?'. book,
;.,,:ch wwas hu~le~, sc1ent1f1cally,
rd
•t;n a • bnnging down keys,
Spanish moss and a stray red bug.
HARRIS~URG,

Pa.

(U.P.)-

This will be all till next week, 'f'.ennsylv.ania has approximately
and until then, here's practicing t,ve i_n1lhon acres. that are pract_icyour favorite sport!
ally '.die, according to statistics
I
______
compiled by the Department of
Ventur p
ed U
r·
Forests and Waters. This is onee rov .
npro ,table
sixth of the whole state area, and
Watertown, Wis. (UP)-Raising of the five million acres two milcalves
was
an
unprofitable
venture
lion
represent idle clea~ed land.
I
for Rudolph Kubly, who received 50 This idle land, say officials of the
cents for an SO-pound animal mar- department, are causing a rapid
keted, and $2.02 for a 105-pound increase of tax sales and tax decalf sold at the same time.
1inquency.
Thursday - Friday
ANN HARDING
and
Leslie Howard
in Philip Barry's
"ANIMAL KINGDOM"

Saturday
CAROLE LOMBARD
More beautiful than ever
in

"No More Orchids"

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

MARIE DRESSLER - POLLY MORAN
in

''PROSPERITY''

Firestone Service Stores, Inc.
J. ·E. STRIPLING, Pres.
Corner Orange Ave. at Concord

With Anita Page and Norman Foster
Tuesday - Wednesday
JAMES CAGNEY
in

Phone 3171

(Listen to tlie "Voice of Firestone" Every Monday E,•ening at 8:30, Over Nationwide N. B. C.
Network)

"Hard to Handle"
\jjjjjmj@OIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIOIOIIIIIIOOllllll)lljmmnnmjmnlllflllmjmmummmmnlllilllllijmmjnmmjmmjmnllljmufiHlllllllllllllmlnmnm

with Mary Brian

llMlrl;t•rnD
"A Sparks' Theatre"

THIS GAME SHOULD
-DECIDE LAST HALF
BASKETBALL WINS
KAs favored to complete season undefeated; Tourtellote leads scorers with 89 points followed
by Worley, Dunlop and Doyle

Advertise in the Sandspur
l,' or Results

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
PHONE
Winter Park-9188
Orland-3176
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

BAR-B-Q
Now 10c
Better Service

Rendezvous
No. 2
North of Winter Park

FOSTER R. FANNING
Plumbing, Heating and Gas Appliances
Our Prices
Are Right

122-124 Welbourne Ave.

Our Work
Guaranteed

THE
LIFE OF
THE PARTY!

THE WINTER PARK LAND CO.
REALTORS
FACULTY

PARENTS
Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

offers you

Quality Meats at Money-Saving Prices

greens
are ready
for
action!

Ginger Ale to Austins!

Since 1904

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET
228 PARK AVE.

Everything From

Sales and Service

Phone 21

128 E. Park Ave.

PHONE 60

The Most Convenient Location For College Guests
Ever,y Room with Private Bath

Closer to Rollins

HOTEL ALABAMA
On Beautiful Lake Maitland

Welcome to Winter
Park, Alumni and
Friends.

WINTER PARK

Hamilton Hotel
"European"

Winter Park, Florida
J. H. AMES,
Manager

Park Avenue at
New England

Excellent Cuisine and Service - Considerate Rates
Dinner Concert Every Evening

COLONIAL

THE

TEN

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

OR. MERRILL TO j ~
SPEAK IN GHArH

Memorial Service Held For T. VAN BUSKIRK Allied Arts Offer $350
John J. Carty On Thursday ATTAINS HONORS Prizes for Florida Works
Three old friends

of Brigadier- ranged by General Carty in 1915

General John J. Carty paid tribute when Carty and his engineers esto hls memory as a great scientist tablished telephonic communication

::~n~n~::er~t :n!ema:ria; s~e~::
in Knowles

Memorial

:~;i:s; !!~s:~:t:uer~!'ga::a!h:e:::;::

Chapel at tion when Dr. Watson, in San Fra~-

Rog!~:r:io~:~:/~:~ T~::s~:YBal0
ti.more, Md., December 27, was a
trustee of Rollins and a winter resident of Winter Park.
The speaker s were Dr. Frederick
P. Keppel, president of the Carnegie Corporation in New York;
Thomas A. Watson, who was associated with Alexander Graham Bell
and who made the first t elephone
ever seen by man, and Dr. David
G. Fairchild, botanist, and explorer, whose wife is a daughter of Alexander Graham Bell.
President Hamilton Holt, of Rol!ins, who presided, cal1ed General
Carty one of the world's greatest
scientists and suggested that probably the world would not have half
of its facilities for telegraphic and
telephonic communications if Carty had not lived.
Referring to General Carty as a
trustee of the Carnegie Corporation, Dr. Keppel said he had the
three fundamental qualities which
make a trustee great. These, he
said, were a sense of responsibility,
the understanding heart, and constructive imagination.
Mr. Watson, whose historic telephone conversation with Alexander
Graham Bell in June, 1875, was the
first ever achieved, and who was
chief engineer and superintendent
of the original Bell Telephone Company when he retired in 1881, paid
tribute as an engineer to the work
of General Carty in perfecting telephonic communications.
Describing the celebration ar-

::~:a/:~~=~i/::r Dt;eBe~t:c;:;
York, who spoke through a replica
of Watson's first telephone, Dr.
Watson said: "I knew that even
that great achievement of crosscontinental
communication was
only one big incident in the lives
of General Carty and his army of
engineers whose brains and hands
have built up, from that first crude
telephone, a system almost incomprehensible in its magnitude with
its hundreds of millions of miles
of wire connectng its tens of millions of telephones all over the
world, pulsating in every direction,
day and night, with human speech."
Dr. Farichild told of the intimate
friendship that sprang up between
Carty and Bell in the early days of
pioneer work in telephone engine~ring. "Carty's imagination," he sa1d,
"appealed to Mr. Bell, and the gentleness of the two men was of the
same character. They were congenial spirits in the very highest
sense, and there arose from their
contact some of the most dramatic
historical events of the century.
"It would have been easy for
someone with a less sensitive feeling of the emotional nature of man
to have brushed Mr. Bell and his
work aside. and g?ne with the newer discoveries which r eflected cred.
it on younger men and detracted
from the picture of Mr. Bell a s the
inventor of the telephone."
Irving Bache1ler, the author, a
trustee of Rollins, read from Scripturea.

Prizes with a total value of $350 try.

Ai:r::.o!~ of ~!:matic Art
El

Contributions must be sub-

d "Student for original co~tributio~s in poe- :i~~~it:;o~.;";,~~::~ian:h:r
try, short

painting,

stories, music,

sculpture and

drama, residents.

Two prizes of $20 and $1~ are

~;n:;:tA~i;~;s:;! 0~ ;~nete!o;::~ ~~r::c:;..t~!~ ~=~a;:::!/~~~~~
according to announcement from ings submitted to the societ}·. The
Mrs. Rose Mills Powers, secretary paintings may be either in oils or
of the society. The competitions water colors and must have been
are open primarily to Floridians, executed within the past year. Conbut certain specified contests are testants are limited to non-profesopen also to winter visitors and sional artists in Florida. In addiresidents of other states.
tion, a prize of $10 for the best
The Ponce de Leon prizes of $60 piece of sculpturing, and a prize of
and $40 are offered by the Poetry $10 for the best picture in charSociety of Florida for the best coal, penci1 or monotone are offered
poem upon any subject submitted by the department of arts and deeanonymously to the society by oration. These must have been exApril 1, 1933. The contest is open ecuted within the past year. Conto natives and residents of Flor- testants are limited to non-profesida, including winter residents.
sional artists in Florida.
The Allied Arts offers a $50
All entries must be submitted to
prize for the best poem that has the Rollins Art Studio, Rollins Colbeen submitted at the monthly lege, Winter Park, Fla.
meetings throughout the year. This
-----is open to anonymous contestants
French Races Profited
in all the states. Mrs. Powers is
Paris (U.P.)-The year 1932 was
chairman of both poetry contests. a profitable one on the French
It has been announced that no man- t urf for five American race horse
uscripts will be returned.
owners, and one Argentine. WilIn honor of the first group of liam Littauer won 685,148 francs,
the Allied Arts to be formed, two· A. K. Macomber 555,553 francs,
Quill Driver prizes of $35 and $15 Joseph E. Widener 425,075 francs,
are offered for the best short stor- R. B. Strassburger 423,471 francs,
ies s ubmitted anonymously. The and lllrs. Honore Pnlmer 345,990
story may be either published or francs, A. J. Duggan of Buenos
unpublished but must have been Aires earned 1,777,859 francs.
written within the past year. Pro-----fessor Edwin Osgood Grover, RolMemorial to Be Completed
!ins College, is chairman.
Philadelphia (U.P.)-The new
A prize of $50 for the best one- Benjamin Franklin 111emoria1 on
act play, masque or pageant, puh- the Parkway will be completed and
lished or unpublished, is offered by ready to open by Dec. 1, officials of
the division of drama and pagean- the Franklin Institute said.

--·

"Entering Into Life" Topic 'Of
Addre Next Sunday

drawing ard is chairman.

Thelma Van Buskirk, '33, is the are again offered in the annual
newest "Student Director" on the
Rolhns campus. She began her
climb towards this eminence three
years ago when she made her first
appearance as the "beautiful Summer lady" in 11Pink and Patches."
A leading role in "March Hares"
and a character part in "Poached
Eggs and Pearls" established The]ma, according to Mrs. Dorothea
Thomas Lynch, Rollins Theatre
Workshop director, as a commedienne and a serious candidate for
membership in the Rollins Players.
This membership sh e attained after her appearance as the Chinese
wife in the poetic tragdy, "The
Sweetmeat Game."
Thelma was a Rollins Trouper
last summer and learned what it
is to work for all types of audiences. She played de1ightfully the
sweetheart in "Philip Goes Forth,"
first Workshop production in the
Annie Russell Theatre this season,
and is cast as "Helen" in the forthcoming production of "Berkeley
Square." "Thelma has proved herself in every way a good trouper
and should succeed," says Mrs.
Lynch, "in whatever branch of dramatic art she elects to work in after college." As has been stated
before, student d irector is the highest honor obtainable in the dramatic art department of Rollins,
signifying excellence in both acting
and play-production-in c1asswork
and in public presentation of pla,ys.

c;~:;::

Mrs. Edward W. Pack-

Dr.

=-------12£11. WtU.IAM P. M£RRIL.L
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Janet Gibney Mary
1 •
Holtman Jorn Club
The Roll 'ins Literary Society held

-

Bootleggers Cut Prices
Marshfield,
Ore. (U.P.)-The
boys are at it again. This time
it's the bootleggers near here and
the price war saw them cut their
product from 25 to 10 cents a drink
and from $1 to 5 cents a pint.

Gag ,vriter Earns Tuition
Paris (U.P.)-One of the most
perilous and oddest callings is
that of Eugene Lamier, who has
'charge of the flag atop the Eiffel
tower. In winter the pennant is
frequentJ.y changed as wind velocity
at that altitude rips it to sherds.
Lamier, employed as a boy during
the tower1 s construction, says he
maintains his balance on his 36foot flagpole ascent hy looking
neither up nor down.
Claims Records for Hens
Redmond, Ore. (U.P.-1\frs. E.
A. Bussett, Powel Butte, is voicing
claims for her hens for any records
or honors due them. One of her
Rhode Island pullet hens laid two
eggs 1 one measuring eight inches
in girth, the other a mere seven
one-half inches in crcumference.

Merril!,

I

-

Belle Cady White's Work To Luncheon to be Held at 1 P. M.
Be Exhibited Here
At Seminole Hotel
Saturday, Feb. 18, has been set
aside as alumni day. Ce1ebrations
will start and continue as follows:
9 A. M.-Registration of returning alumni; Carnegie Hall; Mrs.
Fred Ward, in charge.
11 A. M.-Thirty-fifth annual
meeting of the Rollins Alumni Association; Annie Russell Th_e atre;
Miss Katharine Lewis, in charge.
12 :30 P. M.-Unveiling of portraits of Edwin Payson Hooker,
first president of Rollins College,
and 01iver Cromwell Morse, late
vice president of Rollins College;
library, Carnegie Hall; President
Holt, in charge.
1 P. M.-Thirty-fifth annual
alumni luncheon; Seminole Hotel;
Miss Isabel Green, in charge.
1 :30 to 8 P. M.-Open house at
all dormitories and sorority and
fraternity houses.
1:30 P. M.-Tennis matches;
University of Florida vs. Rol1ins;
Aloma Counti,y Club (tentative).
2:30 P. M.-Golf match, University of Florida vs. Rollins; Aloma
Country Club (tentative).
4 P. M.-Alumni Memorial Vespers; Knowles Memorial Chapel;
Miss Clara Adolfs, in charge.
6 P. M.-Class, sorority and !raternity reunions.
7 P. M. -Fencing match; The Citadel vs. Ro1lins; Recreation Hall
(tentative).
8 to 12 P. M.-Annual Greek Letter dance; Orlando Country Club;
Pan Hellenic Association and Interfraternity Council, in charge.
(For alumni, students and faculty,
only).

Pierson

it.5 regular meeting Tuesday evemng m Sparrell Hall. Nancy Cushman, . chair~an of th e program
c_o mmittee, introduced Dolores W yhe who read a number of her poems
to the group.
.
Two new members, Janet GibCanal llas Porous Bottom
ney and Mary Kay Huffman, were
PARIS (U.P.)-The Napoleo,.
admitted at th is meeting.
built Ourcq Canal, connecting tht
capital with important stream, to
Sandstorms Cause Blue Color
the north and east, ha, betn
AMARILLO, Tex. (U.P.) - Resi- found by e ngineers to hav, 1
dents in the Texas Panhand1e and sievc-1ike bottom.
The
s.,..
South Plains area get "the blues" General Council has just voted :?O
each time a blustery sandstorm 1000,000 francs to plug the hol
strikes. Dust in the air causes a /Completed in 1812, the canal rtdelection of light, making metal lnains today a vital artery for
objects reflect a bluish sheen, 'foodstuffs and raw materials eo~
weather men have observed.
signed to Paris by barge.

WATER COLORS ALUMNI OAY SET
TO BE SHOWN FOR FEBRUARY 18
An exhibition of unusual interest will be hung in the Rollins
College Art Studio this week for
the Founders' Week exhibit and
will remain on exhibition until the
much antic1pated student exhibition
takes place around the first of
March.
Miss Belle Cady White, of Pratt
Institute, Brookl)'n, contributed a
lovely group of water colors, one
of which was painted at Fruitland
Park where she is visiting for a
few week.s. This is ?t.iss White's
first visit to Florida and she was
delighted with the Rollins College
campus and with Winter Park. Miss
White has played an important
part in establishing the high standard of art instruction which Pratt
Institute enjoys internationally.
Perhaps there is no better known
water color instructor in the counti,y than Miss White, who has helped to shape the career of many
young artist..
For years Miss White owned and
conducted the Ashland, Oregon,
Summer School for western teachers who received college credits
while painting under Miss White's
exceptional instruction.
Her painting is known for eicceptionally brilliant, clean color, and
for an atmosphere and rea1ism that
deceives the observer into thinking
he is looking at nature rather than
at paintings.
Miss Helen E. Keep, secretary
of the Detroit Society of Woman
Sculptors, loves old China and
beautiful antique furniture. Her
paintings are done in a genuine
spirit and with great delicacy and
feeling. To what is known as "the
old master's touch," she adds a
strong plastic touch both in her
flowe r interpretations and paintings of china. Her lovely garden
subjects are done with a different
feeling, with broader, swifter
strokes and with a delightful spontaneity. She has painted many
scenes from the estate of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ford, "Fairlane," at
Dearborn, Michigan. Miss Keep is
a friend of Mrs. Ford and is the
only artist who has the privilege
of painting at "Fairlane."
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has to be a different kind of
tobacco from that used in
cigarettes ... and it has to be
made by an entirely different
process •.•
in Kentucky, where they have
OUTpretty
women, fast horses, and
blue grass, there grows a tobacco called
White Burley. It doesn't grow anywhere
else in the world.
There is a type of this White Burley
that is best suited for pipe smoking. It
is neither too thick nor too thin. It is
not light and chaffy; at the same time,
it is not rank or strong. "U. S. Type
31" is the government classification
for White Burley.
Since no other pipe tobacco has yet
been found which seems to equal White
Burley, this is what we use in making
Granger Rough Cut.
Next, we use the Wellman Method,
a famous 1870 method of making pipe
tobacco, to give Granger its fine flavor
and fragrance. Then, too, Granger is
"Rough Cut" - just like they used to
"whittle" their tobacco off a plug with
a jack-knife. It smokes cool, lasts longer
and never gums a pipe.
And finally, we want to sell Granger
for 10 cents. Good tobacco-right process-eut right. So we put Granger in
a sensible soft foil pouch instead of an
expensive package, knowing that a man
can't smoke the package.
Granger has not been on sale very
long, hut it has grown to he a popular
smoke. Folks seem to like it.

TEN CENTS
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minister of the Brick Presbrteria:
Church
of New
York,
will speak)I._
&l
the regular
service
in Knowles
morial Chapel Sunday at 9 , A
45
111. on "Entering Into Life," usizir
the text of Matthew 19:17, and bating his sermon on the story of tbt
young man who came to Jesus.
As minister, author and pre,i.
dent of the Trustees of the Chuttb
Pence Union, Dr. Merrill ha, Raia.
ed prominence in the United State..
This ""ill mark the first time that
be has spoken at the new Rollins
chapel.
Immediately after the regular
service there will be a special ded.
ication of the rose memorial win.
dow nt which Mrs. Francis Know!.,
Warren, donor, w,11 be present.
t
Last Sunday Prof. Ralph Reei
Lounsbury spoke on the "Philo,, phy of Lincoln" in a special L.11coin service commemorating t1't
former President's birthday.
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